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The legalized reform in German spelling, which takes effect 
throughout the empire from the first Of April of-this year, was 
brought about.finally by the influence of a large publishing house, 
Messrs. Breitkopf and Hartel. They obtaine~ the concurrence 
of two hundred other p~blisheril in different parts of Germany; 
and' on the strength of this proceeding Herr von Puttkamer, the 
Prussian Minister of Education, adopted a scheme prepared by 
a Commission headed by Dr. Wilmanns, ~vhich is now obligatory 
.in all the public schools.' It consists chiefly in the suppression 
of surperfluous, double, and silent letters, and substitutes f for pll, 
and already gives such sati)lfaction that a more thorough reform-
ation is largely petitioned for. The reform went through the 
phase there many years ago, which it presents here r!ow, Jacob 
Grimm and others Going what our Profs. March, Whitney, 
Haldeman, and others have been doing for it here. Before Ger-
many was united und~r the Emperor Wilhelm, the different 
States had ' adopted schemes which were not quite alike . . Thelie 
are now unified. 
The' Jesuit schools in France, which were allowed grace until 
the last of August-the usual vacation season,-to finally close, 
were all quietly given up. ~ost of them will reopen under other 
• directors submissive to govermenta}. inspection, but often with 
the same teachers as before. Th~ lat,e municipal elections through-
out France proved to the Jesuits and their partisans that there 
'Yas tio hope for t>hem in further resistance, 'or in any attempt at 
elusion. 
But the other communities, who 'are not expelled absolutely 
like the Jesuits, bilt are allowed to continue OJ?- condition of sub-
mission to govermental authority and inspection, have endeavor-
ed "to indpce the ministry, to spare them the indignity of submis-
sion and accept their declaration and promise that th.ey will hot 
t-each anything ,antagonistic to the actual government Of France. 
The :Premie;', M. de ' Freycinet, was inclined to. grant them fur-
ther grace, but the othel' I)lipi~ters con~~dereq it Dad .polioy,~ and 
... t. I , • ~ .. 
, " 
.- . .. . 
on this M. de Freycinet resigned, and Jules Ferry, fonner min-
ister of Public Instruction, and nuthor of the famous "Article VII" 
is now at the head of the Cabinet under the President. 
Serious evils req~ire severe or extraordinary remedies, and , 
France was threatened with a real danger, penetrating and con-
suming as a Fancer. Republican institutions could not be safe 
or permanent with anti-republican teaching prevailing in the 
principal schools. It was not the Jesuits that were feared indiv-
idually, says Le Munde; but. the youth whom they train in hatr<rd 
of t,he republic as Anti-christ,' and little better than Communis~. 
It being charged that the govermental interference witoh. th~se 
is an attack upon individual liberty, it is replied that the teachers 
are, or should be, acting functionaries in the service of the state, 
and so amenable to the state for direction, and that if they find 
the regulations distasteful they can avoid submission by resign:-
ing. 
These communities have ne'Ver shown a disposition to ac'cord 
liberty . to others, and should not complain if others in return ' 
refuse them entire independence, as an t'mperium t'n impen·o. The -
action of the' government is, not agressive but defensive. 
It is stated that some of the Jesuits retiree into Alsace, but 
were ~~mediately expelled by the Germ~n government, and it 'is 
believed they will next seek refuge ,in Austria. 
"He has been interviewed and found to be a worker in the lyceum and 
Sabbath scbool. 'We'tpank oui' Board of Directors far requiring these pledges 
of the new teacher.'" -, - r 
Well, we are glad to see a board of directors . receive thanks 
for once, for it is seldom they receive so much as that for what 
they do. But the above clipping from the local correspondent 
of 'a county paper suggests some other thoughts. 
What right have the Board of Directors (do not fail to capi-
talize)to require any such pledges? What law lays upon them 
the burden oi employing a man for any other purpose tha~ 'to 
teach scnool? We should rebel at the thought of a school 
board's asking us to pledge even to school work anY'lIlOre than 
the usual time, however much more we plight expect to give of 
, our own accord, Much more does it seem ali aggression for 
the~e potential authorities after taking all of our time which they: 
want for ,themselves to proceed to draw agaiil on our scanty lei-
sure and present to otters the proceeds ef their robbery,. _ " 
.Now we believe the school teacher is as likely a maD' for Sun-
day school work as can be found, and that he' will prebably be 
an effective lyceum worker, but we do not think an officia~ body, 
should make these, outside considerations a sine' qua ?ton. There 
is a 'wrong impression abroad in the land that the teacher is uu-
der some special obligation to 'put his best strength in every so-
cial and public enterprise. Most committees, that are organized 
for 'such work feel that the teacher is their property and they . 
may harness him as they please, an.d drive him whither they will. 
Teachersshould do something to get this idea out ot mind. We 
~ave known some good teachers who are .accustomed to do much 
in all 'p~blic enterprises, but who refuse to remain· as applican,ts 
for a school when the bpat:d plies them with irre~YantQ.!~!~t:i9ns. 
~t, th~ ,me~~ers ~f tr.e b~arc:l ~nterta:ip. " such: ilidi~d~;~~-: 
, .. ~"'::' .. ' .. ', ....., _. ,~ ),.. ...,. 
. ' 
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ences as they please about haw much work a man should do in 
'the community, but let them as .an official authority simply pass 
on a man's moral character and his fitness for the work of teacher. 
On the other hand let the teacher engage in the enterprises of 
. the community, just as every man should, with all the time and 
strength and energy he can spare; but let both himself and the 
community have tha~ respect for himself which comes of know-
ing that his attending Sunday school and preaching and prayer-
meeting is no part of his salaried labor. He ought to attend 
church and Sunday school just where his tastes lead him, and is 
under no greater obligation to patronize all the churches of his 
village than is any other citizen. For him as for every other it 
is a duty to hinder rio good work, to help on some good work 
with all his strength. He will stand higher in the respect of his 
community if he puts all his strength in a few good enterprises 
than if he attempts to appear engaged in everything. 
. There is no organization in this country from which more 
may be expected in the line of educational progress, than from 
·the "International Society for investigating and promoting the 
Scienee of Teaching." It was organized in August 1879, and 
, its second session was heldjn -Thousand Island Park, St. Law-
rence River, August 16--21, 1880. Among the more prominent 
names conn~cted with this movement, may be mentioned those1 
of ~. McVicar, Principal elect of the Michigan N,ormal S,chool; 
James Hughes, Inspector of public schools, Toronto; J. H. 
Hoose, Principal of the Cortland (N. Y.) Normal School; D. 
H. McVicar, Principal ofPre!Obyterian College, Montreal; Thos. 
Hunter, Principal of Normal College, New York; Dr. W. :r .. 
Harris, St. Louis; C. W. Bardeen, Syracuse, N. Y,; Dr. C. W. 
Bennett, Syracuse University. 
------------------
"The National Council of Education." re cently organized at 
Chautauqua, has yet to justify its existence. In its purpose, it is 
a kind of educational SeIlate, a select body of educators chosen 
to deliberate on the great questions which annually come up for 
discussion before The National Teachers' Association, but whi'ch 
do not receive any adequate treatmen~. Our educational asso-
ciations, great and small, present endless variations of the story 
of Sisyphus. With great ado the burden is rolled up the hill, 
but-only to fall again to the bottom. And so the endless task is 
e:ver renewed, but never finished. We have hope that these dis-
tinguished specialist~ will settle at least a few of the mpre impor- . 
tant questions that demand solution;, or that they will determine 
the data of these problems so that plain. people can discuss them 
intelligently. ,Our fear is that by reaso~ of its large membership, 
the business of this ' organization will be conducted in the old 
superficial way. . ' 
, Mr. T. W. Bicknell of Boston was largely instrumental in or-
ganizing this new society and w~ very properly made its first 
president. Of, the 51 members of this Council, the states of the 
northwest are honqred with the following': OHlo,~Messrs. An-
'drews, Ha'hcock, Henkl~, Peaslee, Rickoff, Tappan; INDlANA,-
Messrs. Moss, Smart, Tarbell, E. E. White; ILLINOlS,-Messrs. 
Bateman, Gregory, Hewett; MINNEsoTA,-Messrs. Folwell, 
Ph,elps;. MICHIGAN,-E. Olney; WISCONSIN~-A: L. Chapin. 
In his Education, Herbert Spencer says, "No rational- plea 
can be pat forward for leaving the art of education out of ' our 
, tnrrrku/um. ' Whefher '·as bearing upon the happiness of parents 
_ themselves, or \yhether as affecting the charaCters and lives of 
,their eh11dren and remot'e descendants, we must admit -' that · a 
. ~ . 
knowledge ~f the right m,ethods of juvenile culture, physical, 
intellectual, and moral, is .a knowledge second to none in impor-
tance. This topic should occupy the highest and , best place in 
the course of instruction passed through by each man and wo- -
man. * * * The subject wht"ch involves all other subjects, 
and therefore tne subject in which the educatioN of every one should 
cultninate, is the .Theory and Practice of Education." . 
This plea for making the theory and practice of education ,a 
university study is wholly independent of any professional bear-
ing. The knowledge thus communicated is valuable in the same 
sense that history and literature and science are valuable, and so ' 
has a l'egitimate place ' in the university currii·culum. In this coun-
try, the progress of education is impeded, by the almost univer:-
sal ignorance of people as to the nature, aims, and methods of 
the educating art. In .many instances, teachers are not pernlitted 
to do their best work by reason of the inertia of public opinion. 
An intelligent and liberally educated man who is a member of a 
school board, can frequently do more for the cause of popular 
educatioQ than the prosessional teacher. With such men in 
places of authority, schools may be easily conducted toward high 
ideals; but when this intelligence is wanting, the scho<?ls either 
languish or retrograde. The general .diffusion of sound educa-
tional doctrines is the need of the hour, but this is possible only_ 
through our higher institutions of learning. 
The study of education in universities as a means of profes-
sional instruction has been very conclusively urged by Mr. C. F. 
Adams in his lecture entitled "The New Beparture in the Com-
mon Schools of Quincy.'" He says: 
"In this matter our institutions of higher education would seem to owe a 
debt of recognition to the cause of general education which they hav~ been 
somewhat slow to recognize. There is a missing link here, and, in what 
w~uld seem to be an American specialty, we seem to be behind other coun· 
tries. The apparent attitude as yet taken by our universities towards our 
common schools is, either that those who. direct.and develop the latter must, 
like poets, be born, and cannot even be improved, or that a~y, one is equal to 
so simple a work. Certainly, training their graduates for every other path in 
life, they make no effort to . train them for this. And yet, taking into view 
the vast field of our common.schoOl syst~m and its intimate connection with 
the mass of the people, it would Dot be easy to conceive any po'sition in which 
a competent teacher, a man believing in his mission, could exercise a wider 
and larger influence over the future of this country, than in the chair ofpeda-
gogy of the post· graduate course of one of our great univer~ities." 
This question was ,brought before the National Association at 
Chautauqua in the discussion which followed Miss Bibb's paper; 
and it is but' fair to state that on this great question there was 
absolute unanimity of opinion as far as it was publicly expressed. 
The venerable Dr. McCosh stated that he greatly desired tile es-
tablishment of a _chair of education in Princeton, and that he 
hoped some benefactor of the college would make an endow-
ment fo: this purpose. This new and general ' inovement is one 
of the most significant signs of the times and very clearly indi-
cates the direction in which educational effOJ t is tending. The· 
doctrine that teachers should be specially educated for th~ir ~t 
is very thoroughly incorporated' into the national belief; bu~ 
that this education should be scientific in char~cter, based ot} 
the history and the philosophy of education, is a phase of thought 
essentially new to this country, but is .now rapidly gaining ground -
among those who give to educational questions t,heir serious 
thought. There are men in this counti:~, who, like Mr. Lqwe in 
England, will try to keep back the tide with their little brooms, 
but this reformation in 'thought will ' go on h: re as it has gone 
on there. " \ , 
-King Theba~"of Burmah, has become' insolent and threatc;ns to attack 
the BriUsh ,With: ~pwards of 2,,000 tr~oPs. ' 
" 
" 
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A CRITICISM OF A CRiTICISM. 
To the Editor 0./ the Weekly : . '. . 
In the New' England 'lournal 0./ E ducation for Sept. 23, there 1; an artl~le 
entitled "School Nature and Human Nature" which dl!serves some notice 
from the followers of Frcebel. . 
In the first paragraph we are comf9rted with: ' ~Unhappily for t?e .pe~ce of 
. mind of the kmdergarten," which seems to me ambiguous, and It IS a mat-
ter of sQII1e doubt whether it was ' ~ kindergarten, whose "mistress" needed 
instruction from her patrons concerning reading being used as one of the 
"gifts. " A superficial reader of kindergarten literature might have called 
reading an "occupatiQn" oftbe kindergarten I 111 the second paragraph we 
find a sentence which neeas explanation: "Meekly turning its steps to sym- . 
balic snatches of song, taking gift by gift," etc. ; this may be some of Mark 
Twain's German, learned in two weeks, translated into English by the Amer-
ican of America, but as it is incomprehensibly "symbolic," we can not dIS-, 
cover its application to the subject. 
Three years ago, a follower of Frcebel had occasion to defend the "elabo· 
rate and difficult manipulations" of the German method,:and hoped the N ew 
En land Jour11al would discuss methods, but it seems to be reduced to the 
last'C'resort of the ill-natured -calling names. We hope it will not make any 
faces at us. 
We accept' the title of "Grand daughte: to Grand.f~ther Fr~bel" in behal~ of 
tlie kindergarten, and if there .are any little appellations which are suggestive 
f our relation to Pestalon i or Ricbter we will take them also, with true filial 
;ride, having enough of the old-fashioned principles left not to be ashamed 
of our grand· parents. . 
Since the J oumal is forced to admit that "Pestalozzi and Frcebel have done 
a mighty work" • why nO.t accord to thei.r reverent disciples i~ the study of 
child life, a little profeSSIOnal courtesy, If they have no profc:sslonal sympathy 
with them? 
There is no argument to answerin the article under criticism, and this reo 
sponse is to call attention to that fact, and to ask a second reading of the 
article, as well ~ to bespeak the sympathy of all pedagogues from Maine to 
Ore on, for the dyspeptic parent of that "golden.halred," ·'chain .lightning," 
g . k ' " h'ld C 
"hot-blooded," deep-thm mil: c I . OUDRE. 
-St. Louis will probably be gi veil another oppOTtunity to raise her census 
returns. It is conceded that there were frauds in the returns of ,870, making 
th opulation of the city appear to be about 60,000 more than it reall was. ~The corner stone of the obelis~ was laid in Central Park, New York, 
Ocfober- 9· 
_The Chicago Literary Society gave a banquet anti reception to ThomaS 
Hughes, M. P. The next day the directors of the Chicago Public Library 
tendered Mr. Hughes a formal reception. This tribute was significant, inas-
much as Mr. Hughes; .was the originator of t~e institution. After the great 
fire of 1871, which destroyed the book collectIOns of many years, the Univer-
't of Oxford made the magnificent donation of 7,000 volumes to the city, to 
Sl Y . l ' I h' . M H assist in starting a new public Ibrary. n t \S actIOn r. ughes was (he 
. prime mover. 
_October 8 a proclamatiion w,as issued declaring Galway and County 
Mayo, Ireland, in a state of disturbance requiring additional . poli~e. 
_The succession to the Roumanian thro'ne has been defimtely settled upon 
Prince Charles Antony, third son of Prince Leopold Hohenzollt'rn. 
"':One of the murderers of Dr. Parsons, the American missionary, has been 
condemned to death, and two others to fifteen years penai servitude. 
_ Tbe war between Chili and Peru still continues, though Minister Chris-
t.ancy is endeavoring to effect a cessation of hostilities. 
_"The Eastern Question" still remains unsolved. The latest informl'.tioll 
is that the Sultan has agreed to the unconditional surrender of Dulcigno. 
-A great insurrection of Mohammedans in Kasbgar against the Chinese is 
reported from Vienna. . ., . 
-Henry and Jane Wallace have entered Wesleyan UDiverslty at Mlddle-
to..,n; COJ)n., as "freshmen," though Jane is only Henry's wife.. . 
-A railroad accident by which twenty-four persons lost their lives occur-
red in Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 9. The signal lights necessary to prevent a colli-
sion were I;ot visible to the engineer of a following train and his engine ran 
~t full speed into' the rear car of an advance train loaded with passengers. 
.~Professor B ell, of tel~phone celebrity"has bcen made a member of the 
faculty of Johns ,Hopkins; UnivetS.ity. - ' , , . . 
sp~ction for parties interested in mines in that country. He will be absent 
four weeks. 
-Professor Benjamin Pierce, of Harvard Col' ege, died on Thursday, from 
Bright's disease, alter an illness of three months. His father wa~ a professor 
in the faculty before him, and the mantle of the family drops upon his son, 
who is now ·profe~sor of mathematics in the same institution. Another son is 
professor of mathematics in Johns Hopkins University at Baltimore. Professor 
Pierce was one of the most famous and industrious of our mathematicians, 
-A new telephone co-:npany has been organil.ed in Washington which 
threatens to give serious trouble to the Bell Telephone Company. It is claim-
ed that tbe telephone was invented in 1869 by a man named Drawbaugq, 
eight years before the Bell, Gray, and Edison patents were taken out. The 
new telephene is promised to be more simple, cheap, and perfect than the ex-
isting ones. . 
- Wide Awake, published by D . Lothrop & Co., Boston, is one of the best 
magazines for little folks that we ever ·saw. When we look at the beautiful 
pictures, and read the ,delightful stories in pro,e and rhyme, it makes us feel 
as though we had been born twenty years too soon, and we are half inclined to 
envy the children. These enterprising publishers also issue the "Little Folks' 
Reader." This little book ought to have a p~ace in every primary scbool, in 
our estimation. It could not fail to beget an interest in reading, and we tbink 
would teach a child to like to read· something outside his text· book. We ' 
haven't very much sympathy with the schools that keep a class a week on the 
same reading lesson, and wben a child comes home and says day after day "we 
had the Same lesson to day," we think "there is a screw loose some where." 
Teacher, if you arc: doing this, sena for a copy of this littlt: reader, and see if 
you cannot awaken an interest in reading. because it is going to tell something. 
Reading, as generally. t.lught; is almost useles~, until a c~ild teaches ~i'inself 
the us~ of it. A teacher slluuld find som~ way to reach thiS result earlier. 
-George P. Rowell & Co., advertising agents Of New York, have long 
been known to the public as a prominent firm in their chosen line of business. _ 
They were the first to publish a "Directory" of the newspapers published in .' , 
this countIJ:, and have yearly issued a volume of ileat value to advertisers, 
publishers, and subscription agents. It is the only volume published ' which 
contains full statistics relating to newspapers, and for that reason is rega~ded 
as indispensable by many; The volume lor 1880, which has been at hand 
for several weeks. is in some respects superior to any former issue. As a vol -
ume for reference it furnishes to a business office information which can nOt 
be found in any other published work. It is edited and published in the very' 
best manner. Price by mail. five dollars. 
-Mention of the new bi-monthly magazine Educ'atiot: has been uninten-
tio~ally delayed., It arrived promptly at the time promised, an!! has been a 
delight to the eyes of edit ors and teachen about this office for several weeks. 
No other recent event has m<;lre encouraged those laboring to advance the 
cause of education in this country and secure fot it a recognition and a place ' 
among the best writers and leading actors of the land than the appearance oJf 
this noble magazine. Its coming marks an era; its influeuce will be recognized. 
and henceforth we may speak· of educati~n without a blus~ of timidity, lest w~ 
be thought pedagogic or narrow·minded. Henceforth t~e teacher may Say he 
has' a place, and that his claims are represented and defended by a strong' and 
vigorous journal. Ecucalion is a science, and hereafter we may insist upoir 
it. The contents 01 this first number are all that we could ask: Professor 
Wm. T. Harris discusses "Text·books and their Uses," in a way wliich should 
open the eyes of every teacher to the opportuni,tiCl\. for variety and originality , 
which may be exeroised by a proper use of the school text-boole. Other articles 
are: "Harmony in Systems of Education," by James McCosh, D.D ;' "Edu-
cationnl Progress in the Wnited States during the last Fifty Years," DY Barnas 
Sears, D.D: LL.D.; "Renascence and its Influence on Education," by Rev 
R. H. Quick, AM.; "University Examinations for Women," by Miss E. T: 
Lauder ;:"A Southern View of Educalion," by Prof. S. Edward Joynes ; "Pres-
ident Hayes' Addresson Education," by Rev. A. D. M:>.yo; "Persephone';' a 
poem by Mrs. Louisa P. Hopkins; and editorials on "Reasons for the New , 
Educational Magazine;" "The Mundella Educational Bill;" The Concord 
School of Philosophy;" "State Educntion a Help or Hindrance," with notes 
on recent publications. The price of the magazine is 14 per year. In club 
with the WEEKLY we will furnish- both for five dgllars. 
Set Baok 42 Years.· 
"1 was troubled for many years with Kidney Complaint, Gravel, etc.' -my 
blood became thin'; I was dull and inactive; could hanilY'crawl about : 'Was 
~n old worn out man all over; could get nothing to help me, until I got Hop 
Bitters, and now I am a 60y again. ¥y blood and kidJlSlys life .u ri'ght,-and 
I am as active. as a man of 30, although lim 72. and' lliave no doubt it will . 
do ~ we!! for othel'S'o~ my age. It is ,,"-orth a' .trial.-{Father.) ..... S~4)' 
. .Mercury. - -'. _~~P't "N. F . Hhelps, of Winona, Minn., is off in 'Ida)lo o!1 a toUr of !n-
., . .....:.-__ ~~_~~:.........,..;:.........:...-..:.....:.;.;:.............:....:.......:.:.~~~-.;...o....:.~ 
• /' I 
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COPIES OF MEMORANDA FROM TEACHE.RS NOTE BOOKS, 
ILLUSTRATIVE OF SCHOOL ROOM WORK.* 
DISCIPLINE. 
If scholars are kept busy the discipline to a great extent takes care· of itself. 
If you have a scholar who is persistently idle and inattentive, don't spend 
your whole time with him, and lose that and your patience altogether, but put 
him somewhere where lie will not annoy you or others, and let him remain 
until he is ready to do what is required. Be caref~l that the place of his re-
tiracy is one which shall be very uninteresting to him. 
. In no instance have I asked lor assistance from parents in disciplining un-
ruly pupils, hut what it has been granted with the utmost cheerfulness, and 
proved the means of a decided improvement, and usually resulted in an inter-
ested visit from the parent. . 
I have often derived as much benefit from not appearing to notice an error 
as from exercising discipline upon all occasions. 
. I do not object to my pupils seeing and realizing fully that I can be filled 
, with righteous indignation at some things. I have found that 'tis my exhibi-
tion of annoyance at trifles which weakens my influence. 
I come to understand more fully every day, that when I can thoroughly in-
terest my scholars in their studies the subjects of good order and good lessons 
will take care of themselves. 
"When you consent, consent cordially; when you refuse, refuse fin~lly; when 
you punish, punish good.naturedly; commend often, never scold·." 
I am truly thankful for (he uniform kindness shown to me by parents, in 
the management of their children. 
I know of nothing that pays better than' visiting the parents of the pupils. 
Often I neglect it, because at night I am tired, and because I dread, to meet 
strangers, but when I do go, I resolve to do more ,of it. I wish I might know 
I!he home life of every pupil in my room. Several times this term I have vis, 
ited the home of a troubJesome pupil and told his father or mother just how 
he was doing, and in nearly every case they have said something like this: 
"We ar~great1y obliged to you for this call. We want our boy to do right. 
We have thought something was wrong, for he has not been happy lately, but 
we did not know just how to find out about it. We will try to do something 
for him." And in every case the improved conduct of the child shows that 
the parents have kept their word. 
A teacher says because of the insolence of a pupil she was angry; she had 
to whip him then and there or she could not have taught any more that day; 
the result waS a fight in the presence of the pupils, in which the teacher came 
off second best. . . 
I have had on~ serious experience. A boy liked hiS' former teacher well 
-better th!lu he ever could' anotper, he thought ; but he hated scheiol and 
school w{)rk always. Hard work made his head ache. I think from the 
first of the term to the last he never did one straight day's work, and never 
did anyone lesson without a scene of some kind. As long as I would let him 
play, he was all right; but just as soon as he. was asked to work, he would 
_ storm. · I tried every punishment except whipping and banishment, the first 
-the parents did, and the second suited him too well. I coaxed, plead, shook, 
stormed, and was even so kind to him that I wonder he did not melt under 
my geniality. Nothing did any good. He would make faces at ·me by the 
hour, and the more attention I paid to it the better it suited. He fell behind 
by b~ing out frequently and I put him ba~k two classes; for I thou'ght he 
might be' induced to work a little, and thereby lead the class and so have his 
pride raised. It was all in vain. Bllt now comes the curious part. He one 
, day did something that angered the janitor who drove him away, and the 
same the next day. I knew about it only what the children said; that night 
I went to see liis mother, and heard t)le story. He was cowardly or it would 
not have happened: I made hi~ promise to come to school and I would 
take his part. He did come, and from that day was hke a willing slave. He 
would anticipate my wishes. He worked and led hiS class. 
i ~old' a little boy after school to.dar, how ple~ed I wai with his attenti~nt' 
and quiet orderly conduct in school. He said "I used to be real bad, but 
mothe,r has took to training me lately, and now I can be quit-t." 
Make your, pupils think that they govern themselves, your part' being only 
to give hints and suggestions which they are to. carry out. 
That 150y had deliberately set about annoying me. I smothered my incli-
J nation to deal severely with him, and smilingly asked him to take my pencil 
out and sharpen it. He is now studying as pleasantly as can be. Asking a 
favor of a pupil will sometimes se'cure several hours of good behavior. 
When I get .noisy. in the school rO'>m, my school is not slow in following 
my example. 
I think a teacher cannot be too careful of her language, motions, positions 
of body, in the school room. Children are unco nscious imitators, copying 
what they see and hear from those they respect, admire, o~ love;. 
Much has been said upon the certainty of punishment being more effective 
than sevt:rity. I have found that'the uncertainty and suddenness of a pun-
ishment is often very effective. If children learn to expect a certain punish. 
ment for any misdemeanor, as detention after school, they become hardened 
to it. But the feeling that they don't know just how and when they are to be 
punished often holds them in check. 
Tbe First Grade teacher should talk every day about cleanliness . 
Water pails in the school room are an annoyance. Children can be taught 
to wet their sponges before coming in to school. 
Why will teachers send pupils home when they are dissatisfied with them, 
thereby getting us all into trouble? The excuse is, "I got so mad I could 
think of nothing else to do." is it a good one? ' 
I think it is always a gO:ld plan to see the parents, if possible, in regard to 
their children. Often they seem to care nothing about and even excuse and 
uphold their children's conduct; but one visit successfully made is worth the 
annoyance of a dozen unsatisfactory ones. 
--- would not sit in an orderly position; always trying to do som~thing 
funny, and on account of his monkey tricks receiving a great share of the at-
tention of those ne,lr him. I punished him in various ways, required him to 
stand on the floor, kept him after' school, sent him to the Princip:J, and finally 
saw hiS mother. In every instance he claimed to be persecuted because he-was 
black, and his mother seemed to think so too. I had nearly despaired making 
him an orderly boy,when I thought of giving him a back seat and standing be-
hind him constantly. Whenever he made'a disorderly move I placed him back 
in proper position. He was very tired of my atter.tions at the en·l of the first 
day; at the end of the second, he thought he could do without tbem, this he 
did as long as he remained with me. 
GR.ADE WORK. 
Grub~'s Mdhod for teaching number is the best I have c;ver seen; the more 
I use it the better I like it. The pupils tbat I have received by transfer this 
year have n~t been taught the work in Division as Grube suggests. 
, Children in the First Grade should be tauglit to do their slate work neatly 
and in order. 
Each time after giving the children a task in writing the teacher should 
examine the slates. It takes but a few moments to do this and it pays. The 
pupils who have performed the task neatly should receive a word of commen· 
dation. 
All little children love to work with pencils. If they are not busy alllhe 
time during school ~ours, it is the teacher's fault. 
Each child in the First Grade should be taught to wash it every day. 
Received the following note to day, "Will you please let A-- have the 
examples that she has for examination, to work at home this evening as she, 
is very anxious to pass well." 
A pupil conditioned on grade examination should prove his abIlity to do 
the new grade work within two or three months after the beginning of the 
year. If he is unable to do this, he should he dropped then, and never later 
than the Christmas holidays. 
In lieu of grade examination on general exercises, would a written outline 
of the work done, made from week to week, hold the interest of the pupils, 
and produce ·more definite results than the present lax method of sil1.1ple oral 
work? 
I am making a special point this year of requiring my pupils to re-state as 
accurately as possible, in their own language, the fads taught them . . It is 
easy to f~lI into the way of reciting by rote the words of the text book, and 
without.attaching any idea to the words. I have often asked a pupil to recite 
a topic in his own words, and he could not, but would insist on beginning in 
the orthodox way; then I would stop him short in 'the middle of the the topic 
and ask what such' and such a statement meant, and what he knew about it 
outside of the book; often diffident pupils find themselves before they are 
aware of it telling their own thoughts in.an easy and natural way. 
I wonder if Suprrintendenf and Principal know how their kind, helpful 
words ~ometimes save from utter discouragement and failure? r shall never 
forget. 
I find it good drill to allow each pupil to prepare an original " .. tory exam-
ple" in arithmetic to give to the c)ass occal!ionally. They like it; it leads 
them to think, and gives drill in language. 
. We ~ave finished the Lillie Folks' Read~r. How Imy little people have 
~enjoyed it I I never before saw them so ex~ited. so ,read! to ,thin~ and ~ • 
.". 
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I believe we .:ould finish the grade work as soon and much better if we should 
use the L ittle Fo!ks' R eader every Friday. 
The sentence "Samuel Sewell fell in love" occurring in the 1anguage les· , 
ion, a pupil attempted to pars~ the word love as a verb. Being asked by the 
teacher what kind' of a verb love was, a promising boy answered, CIa fine-night 
v,erb !" 
How rarely children understand the commonest words and expressions· 
How original and astonishing their ideas! Sarah Blank, 10 years old, said 
to-day "Miss B., my feet are cold-may I stand by the janitor?" John and 
Cyrus ~ere comparing report cards (why do so many even in Third and 
Fourth Grades <;all ' them "deport cards ?"); John says, "I am higher than 
you in everything." "No, you ain' t," says Cyrus, "we are exactly alike in 
average of class !" 
A bright class were reading in the First Reader the story of the Rat and 
and the Bell. "But how is he to get rid of the bell? He gave a pull and a 
tug with his 'feet, and wore tbe skin off his neck, b:: t all in vain." I asked 
"what does all in vain mean?" One of the more thoughtful repli~d, "It means 
that he wore the skin and everything off from his neck, and nothing was left 
but the ,{eins !" 
It seems almost an impossibility to select a declamation for each pupil and 
hear it properly rehersed as often as once a month. Is not one selection 
carefully and thoroughly prepared worth more than two hastt ly selected and 
imperfectly prepared? 
- I find the study of mental arithmetic in the Fourth Grade to be a great as-
sistance in practical work of the Fifth Grade. 
, If it were possible for teachers to have a more uniform standard of marking 
recitations, a great deal of groundless dissatisfa.::tion and complaint on the 
part of both pupils and parents would be avoide~. The teacher with a high 
, standard, who receives pup!ls transferred from the same grade where the 
standard is low, inevitaol y suffers. 
Belter work could be accomplished in writing if only the small letters were 
taught in the First Grade. 
Mrs.--came to me t<i.·day to ask if her daughter might come to my house 
for instruction on Saturdays. She is in a class too high for her; was placed 
there because she was so old, with the hope that she would work and make 
up in a few months. She is not doing well. I told Mrs.--to let her .come 
xt Satrday afternoon. I have done such work before, but not by request. ;~e pupil came but onc,e. Our Principal said it was not right, and wrote a 
- note to the mother. 
SYSTEM IN SPELLING. 
HOW A LADY TEACHER IN HANOVER, MICH., HAS SUCCEEDED IN 
INSPIRING ENTHUSIASM ON THE SUBJECT OF SPELLING. 
By A. M. Kelley. 
ACCORDING to promise, I send you a copy of my method of teaching spelling. First, I use Webb's sentence method. 
While, pupils are going through I the first time, I teach them to 
print th~ words; when they review, I teach them t~ .write them; 
when they· begin Model Reader No.2, I first reqUlre them to 
learn to name the words at the beginning of each lesson rapidly, 
at sight. 'This having been accomplish~d, I place upon the 
board fr~m eight to twelve words for a writing lesson; this they 
copy on their slates at, this and also at the next recitation. 
In the first lesson in Webb's No.2 we find some wprds ending 
in ing. This syllable I require them to comm~t to memory, tell: 
ing the~ it will occur frequent!y. Then I assIgn one-half of t~e 
words for a spelling lesson, WhICh must ' be brought to class wnt-
ten upon their slates, and then read from them, after which they 
spell them orally, I do not begin) with the member at the head 
of the class, but with any member whom I may choose; and I 
pass. the words around the class until each member has spelled 
every word in the lesson. Ed being the next suffix t~at occurs, 
I require the pupil to learn this in the same manner as tliey learned 
'''K~ NeXt they learn ~r, e.sl, ed, tion, !Y, in,fol, etc. ,When ,I 
jilaQC upon the board a word c~>Dtaining" a syllabl~ or syllables 
• " ,I " 
which they have learned, I do not apprise them of this, but let 
them make the discovery for themselves. This is work they love; 
in fact, the whole process of learning the spelling lesson 'they 
accomplish as if it were a work of enjoyment rather than a task. 
After having learned the syllables in, er, est, and ed, they will 
spell the word intensted the first time they see it, I being the only 
part of the word ·that ,is new. We call the syllables whic::h we 
have not learned, "new," those which we have learned, "old.," 
The class will spell any word preceding page 90; in the Model 
Second Reader, whether long or short. 
The average age of the class pursuing this method is seven 
years. The writing the words in three styles keeps the little 
fingers employed; teaches habits of industry, makes expert pen- ' 
men, and teaches neatness; for, if written on dirty slates, or in 
a slovenly manner, the work must be erased and re-written. It 
also sayes many a case of discipline; for if little fingers are not 
usually employed, they will be sure to find mischief. In addi-
tion to this, it teaches the habits of observation in discoveripg 
the old and the new parts composin'g words put on the'board for 
the first time. Very little folks tell the numbers of the parts in 
each word, but not the names of the parts, until they are older. 
They should never remain idle during the hours of school, but. 
their employmet:t must be changed at least once in twenty min-
utes. Then they will have no desire to remain idle. • 
, I neglected to mention that the pupils pursuing my ,method of 
spelling entered school for the first time last' spring term~ We 
have none of the r.ld practice of students remaining after regu-
lar hours to study the spelling lesson; but pupils love their !ipell-
ing lessons, and love their school. They will 'cry and raise a 
storm at home if their parents wish them to remain from school ~ 
in inclement weather. _ , ' / 
On the whole, I think I have fifty-four of the nicest little folks 
in the State of Michigan, or even in the United States. Sick-
ness and r~movals are the only causes 'which preven~-the a:verage 
attendance of oui:' school from being perfect, or, in school p'hrase, 
100. This method of spelling werles so well that I wish it could 
be practiced in every primary school in the country.-Exckange. 
THE RECESS. 
-Teacher-"Suppose that you have two sticks of candy, and your big 
brother gives you two more, how many have you got then?" Little \ boy 
(shaking his head)-"You don't know him; he ain't that kind, of a boy." 
-"It requires abou~ as long to get a girl well out of her 20th year as for a 
horse to get beyond' '8 years old this spring." 
-A class of little children were busily' engaged in their reading' lesson 
They read in order: "The hat is in the box." "The man is in the box.'; 
"The rat is in the box." "The cat is in the box." Suddenly up came a lit-
~le chubby hand; ,the signal for permission to speak. "~ell. , what is it, Mat-
tie 1" said the teacher. "I should fink 'e box 'oad be full after a w¥le" 
-A faithful brother in a Fairfield (Iowa) church recently prayed 'Cor tho 
absent members who were' 'prostrate on beds of sickness and chairs" of well-
ness." 
-She who Mrs. to change from Miss, 
Has Mr. chance of married bliss. 
-"I have weighed the two pounds of butter you sent us this mo~ing," 
-' 
: said an irate customer to a dealer in the above-mentioned article, ('and am 
surpriRed to find that it is short weight just three ounces. If that is yo~r -
walof dealing I must buy my butter somewhere else." The butter merchant 
looked up s!1rprised, but, without declaring his innocence, replied: "''Yell" 
,that is very strange, because I put the two pounds of sugar I bought of you ,. 
in the scales and gave you the full weight in butte!'." 
Be indifferent to nothing wl'iich has an;t'&1ation to th~ welfare ' .. 
of lIum. Be not afraid of diminishing your own.'happiness 'by -, 
seeking that bf others. 'ID'evise ,liberal things, and l~t natava .. ', 
rioe shut up your hand'. fromiiving to pim tha' u~ and t~ 
promote t1i~ Gause of ple~y~d humNany. ' • ' " ' • 
.... 
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A STATE SYSTEM OF SCHOOLS. 
[At the 'meeting of the Department of Superintendence of the National 
Educational Association held at Washington, D. C" IllS,~ February. 'Hon. J. 
H . Smart, of Indiana, submitted a,report prepared by hIm on ~the "Best Sys, 
tern 01 Schools for a State." We give below a synopsis of the system as 
. contained in this report. It will be studied ' with interest by all engaged in 
l he work of the public schools':] , 
I. Territorialdivisions,' (a) State, (b) county, (t') township, 
t~wn, or city, (d) school district. 
'rI. Officers,' (a) State superintendent, (b) State board of ed-
ucation, (c) county superintendents, (d) county board of educa-' 
tion; (e) trustees of townships, towns, or cities, (J) director or 
moderator of districts in ·townships . . 
iII. Institutions, gC?Ze~al,' a, City and town graded schools, 
i city training schools, c, ungraded district schools in townships, 
, , .. 
d, graded schools for townships, e, professional assoclatlOns: I, 
County institutes, 2, county institutes for teachers, under super-
uision of county supel'i'ntende'nt, 3, township and town institutes 
for teachers under supervision of county superintendent. 
IV.' Higher and special Institutions,' (a) State university, (b) 
State normal schools, (c) agricultural and industrial s(.:hools, (d) 
special schools: , (I) School for the blind, (2) school foa the 
d'eaf and dumb, (3) school for the idiotic, (4) school for orphabs, 
- (s~ , reformatory schools~ 
.' , .f. Tern'torial (fivis/on.-. 
, A. State: (I) Should compel the establishment of ' schools; 
(2) shoUld provide for a uniform sy:stem ; (3) sh9uld 'fix the min-
imum length of the school year; (4) should fix certain prescribed 
subjects of study; (5) should exercise general superintendence;, 
(/1) should levy a general tax;, (7) should provide for the proper 
management of the school funds; (8) should provide for the 
professional education of teachers; (9) should establish reforma-
tory and benevolent schools; (10) may establish universities and 
professional schools. ' , 
B. County: ( I) ,Should exercise a limited general supervi£Ory 
~ control , o~er its schools; (2) should appoint a county superinten-
dent; (3) should h,ave ,a county board of education; (4) may ,se-
c1ll'e u~ifo~mity in text Books. ',' 
C ' City, 'town, or township: (I) Should be left to the local 
control of its schools; (2) should s6lect its officers; (3) should 
builil its own houses; (4) sho'uld select its own teachers from 
I among those th'at have been 4uly qualified under the laws of the 
st,ate; ~(5 ) should be permitted to levy local t!lxes for the, build-
ing of houses, etc ~ ; (6) should be permitted tp levy}ocal taxes 
fo,r the continuance of the schools beyond the minimum period 
~ 'fixed by the state; (7) should be permitted to Jevy local taxes 
- for the maintenance of schools of an advanced grade. 
D.' Districts: (t) Districts should be formed for the purpose 
of 10caIizing the patrons of the school; (2) should have an ad-
visory ,power in the selection of teachers and the erection, re-
moval, or repair of school,houses; (3) districts in cities and 
towna should not be formed by any ,provision of the general 
. , statut'e, but their formation should be 'left to the discretion of the 
.school boards of cities and towns. - , 
II. Officers. 
~ < A; State superintendent: (I) Should be a constitutional offi-
, eer; (2) shoiJld be, appointed by the governor or by the state 
'Doard of education, or be elected by the peo!>le; (3) should 
- serVe for a period of not less than four years; (41 should have 
genel'al 'superint,e.ndence of the sehools; (5) should super"ise 
tj1e management- of th!:!; scpo~l fun?s a,od ,revenues; (-.-) should 
make reports to the governer or to ,the . legislature; G7) should;. 
, 
receive necessary reports from subordinate officers and prepare I 
blank forms; (8) should construe the school 'law; (9) should 
hear appeals in certain cases; , (10) sho:lld visit county instifutes; 
(II) should have ·authority to call school officers together in va-
rious localities; (12) should b,e a m'ember of the state board of 
education; (13) should have some sU}Jervisory control over. in-
stitutions for the professional education ofteachers; (14) should 
.exercise some supervisory control over the state benevule11t 2nd 
reformatory institutions: 
B. State board of education: (I) Should hold office by virtue ' 
of some official educational position; (2) should constitute im 
advisory council tl) the state superintendent; (3) should examine 
teachers for state certificates; (4) should examine and license 
candidates for tile office of county superintendent; (5) should 
prepare questions for the use of county .superintendents in the 
examination of teachers;, (6) should have power to instruct 
county superintendents in regard to the examination of teachers 
and to the management of institutes. 
C. County superintendent: (I) Should be a teacher ofrecog-
nized ability; (2) should be appointed by the county board of 
education or elected by the people; (3) should be required to 
,hold a license from the state bo.ard of education; (4) should hold 
office for a period of not less than four years; (5) should have Ii 
general supervision of schools, except in certain cities and towns 
employing a city or town superintendent; (6) should visit the , 
schools in the county, except in such cities and towns; (7) shoul 
examine and license teachers undl:r the authority of the state 
'board of education, except for such cities and towns; (8) should 
have J:ower to revoke licenses for cause; , (9) should ' conduct 
county and township institutes for the instruction of the teachers ' 
I , 
under his supervision; (10) should carry out the instructions of 
' th~ state board of education; (I I) should be the executive office,r 
of th~ county board of education; (12) should receiye reports 
from subordinate school officers; (13) should transmit reports 
to the state superintendent or'public iustruction; (14) should be ' 
a medium of communication between the state superintendent 
and the state' board and subordinate school officers; (15) should . 
. hear a,ppeals from decisions of local ofijcers in respect to cel'tain 
'local affairs. 
D. County board, of education' : I, Should be composed of 
the scbool trustees of corporations which are unde, the. super-
vision of the county superintendent; 2, should consider the gen-
eral needs and wants of the schools under its cliarge; 3, should 
seek to unify the , school work; 4, should ' arrange a course of. 
study; 5, should maJCe g.!neral rules and regulatiqns in regard to 
the employment of teachers, time Of commencing schools, th{ 
government of the schools, and the conduct of the teacher and 
,pupils, etc.; 6, may adopt text books. 
E'. Trustees of town'ships; towns, and cities (first. trustees o'f 
townships and towns); I, Should be three for each corporation; 
2, should be appointed by some competent local authority or 
' elected,by the people; 3, should serve for three years, one re-
·tiring annually; 4, should ' receive, school revenues; 5, :;hould 
ha~e power to levy local taxes, within specified limitations, for 
grounds, buildings, furniture, repairs, supplies, apparatus, ' f5tc .. , 
and for library purposes and for ' additional . tuition purposes; 6r 
should be compelled to locate, establish, and maintain a sufficient 
nup.lber o~ schools for a certain number of months iIi .each year; 
7, should have power to abolish old school districts, create, new 
ones, build ~nd remove 'houses; 8, 'should be compelied~ to mak~ ' -
provision for instruction ineertain prescrib~d branches; 9? should , 
~ , ' 
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have power to establish township or town graded schools; 10, 
should have power to povide instruction in branches additional 
to those prescribed by 'law; II, should employ and contract with 
teachers, being restricted in their selection to those who have 
been duly licensed by competent authority; 12, should properly 
accouiIt to proper officers for all school revenues that come into 
their hands; 13, should receive reports from teachers and should 
transmit reports to the cQunty superintendent and other county 
officers; '14, should have authority to dismiss refractory pupils 
from school; 15, should be prohibited from contracting debt; 16, 
should carry out the orders of the connty board of education in 
respect to course of study and text books. 
(Second, trustees of cities and towns of a 'certain class) 
appointment, powers, and duties same as other trustees, except: 
I, The 'number of trustees may be increased; 2, they should pro-
vide for 'the examination of their own teachers by a suitably con-
stituted committee; 3, may appoint a town or city superinten-
dent; 4, should make their own course of study; 5, should make 
their rules and regulations; 6, should select their own text-
books; 7, should grade their schools and provide, for promotien 
of pupils from grade to grade; 8, ' should be exempt from the 
contrbl of the county board and the supervision of the county 
. superintendent; 9, but the~ may be compelled to make certain 
reports to the county supenntendent, as are other trustees; 10, 
may establish city or town training schools for the instruction of 
teachers. 
F. Directors or moderators of districts , in townships: I, 
Should be appointed annually by voters at school meetings; 2, 
should preside at the school meetings and record their proceed-
ings~ and should communicate the wishes of the patrons to the 
trustees. 
CHICAGO NOTES. 
The October meeting of the Principals' Association was held at the room.~ 
f the Board of Education on Saturday, Oct. 9· The members of the Asso-
~ation were surprised and delighted to notice that the meeting room of the 
Association had been changed. The pleasant, airy, and well-lighted assem-
bly room of the Board was substituted for the dungeon-like little committee-
room that had been formerly used. _ 
Under the head of remarks of Superintendent, Mr. Howland reported that 
he had completed his first round of visits and was generally pleased with the 
ount of quiet, earne~t work which he had found. He thought that in a ~m iristances he had observed a painful constraint in the maimer of hdding leW ' 
books and also that the book was held too close to the eyes. Principals were 
advised to call the attention of teachers to these things and t~ suggest that a 
desirable uniformity need not produce ungraceful and unhealthy constraint; 
Caution was given against partiality to parti cular dealers in bo:Jks and school 
material on the part of particular teachers. T~e statement was made that the 
rule in reference to optional studies had not been changed. The request was 
made that resignations and ret]lrns from leave of absence be reported a few 
' days previous to their occurrence at the office. Applications for transfer 
should be made at the office and previous notice should be given of the for-
mation or opening of double divisions. Teachers were advised to have no 
altercations~with angry parents. 
Assistant Superintendent Delano suggested among other thin~s that pro_ 
grams shOuld be placed upon, blackboards in all rooms ~aving' sufficient 
spare blackboard surface for that purpose. He advised that hereafter the 
A'1lalytical Third Reader be not used in any but the third grade; that the 
aing in fourth grade be confined to the first 118 pages of the Analytical 
~:ermediate Reader; that the balance of the boo~ be studied in. fi~ grade,; 
and that sixth grade reading be confined to certalU named poetic and prose 
selecti9ns' in the Analytical. Fourth~Reader: . 
The, teachers' ~nstitute [will .hereafter be c~nfined to ,cadets and first and 
sec~nd pde teacherslappo~nted since and during, September 1879; and such 
institute will be held at/the West Division H~gh School building on the sec-
oild;,.Sa~~y_of eac~ school month. ,' \ 
The special te~chers of music and drawing wiil be foun4 at their office on 
Wednesday P. M. of each week from 4 to 5 o'clock. 
Mr. Howland reported that the accounts of the Teachers' Aid Fund had 
been examined and found correct, and that there was a balance of about '35 
on hand and that some $350 had been expended. 
The next item on the program was an address by Mr. Merrimll,n, of the 
Hayes School. Mr. Merriman is the senior principal of the 'city, and gave 
the association a fatherly address of half an hour in length. He congratulat-
ed the association on several events that have recently taken place-the elec_ 
tion of Mr. Howland to the Superintendency, the abolition of corporal 
punishment; and the complete secularization of the schools among othel' , 
-things. Mr. Merrimam referred to the slowness of the growth ofreforms es-
pecially among teachers. The object of the address was to advise and peTl!uade 
teachers to communicate their successful plans and methods to each other and 
to receive the same with earnestness, patience, friendliness, and thankfulness. 
Miss Randall, principal of the Clark &chool, followed Mr. Merriman with 
an essay on the subject of School Discipline. Miss Randall's paper,was well 
written and exceedingly well read. Its spirit was in the direction of a r~a­
sonable and flexible discipline which would recognize the peCUliarities alld , 
weaknesses of the child's nature. 
The next meeting will be held on the morning of Oct. 30, at 9:30 A: 'M.,. 
on which occasion there will be an essay by Mr. Dawson, princ,ipal of the 
Washington School, and a discussion of the Relative Claims of Langu~e 
Ltssons and Technical Grammar will be opened by Mr. Bright and Miss-
Little. 
A meeting of the Cook County Teachers' Association was held in the au-
dience room of the Methodist Church Block, corner ot Clark and Washington 
Streets, at ,2 P. M., Saturday, Oct. 9. The program embraced an address by 
the President, W. W. Carter, of Englewood; a paper by Miss Helen R. 
Monfort, of the County Normal School; and an Address by Hon. W. H. 
Wells, ex.superintendent of schools of Chicago. , 
Mr. Carter's inaugural address was , a modest, thoughtful, and practical 
statement of the objects, adyantages, and aims of the association, and how 
they were to l?e best accomplished. The subject of Miss Monfort's paper was 
"First Lessons in Inventive Drawing," and the reading of it resulted in Su-
perintendent Lane's promising that Miss Monfort would give some illustrative 
lessons at future meetings. . ' 
The subject of Mr. Wells's Address was "Educational Reminiscences." It 
abounded in interesting and insp~ring things which Mr. Wells had seen and 
known of the leading educationaal '!ights ot a former generation. The moral 
ofthe history, biography, anecdote, and phUosophy of this very informal ad-
dress was the adVantage and necessity of association, Rnd the faithful study of -
pedagogics. . . 
At the close of the address M1. L~ne distributed among those present 
copies of the recent course of instruction prepared by a committee of which 
he and State Superintendent Slade are members., The distribution was pre-
ceded by a few appropriate words . by which Mr. Laiie paid a merited com-~ \ 
pliment to Mr. Well's work and influence in the matter of Courses of Instruc- -
tion and called attention to the condition of the country schools in reference 
'to that topic. . ' . 
An effort is to be made to secure Fairbank Hall, Comer State and Ran-
dolph Streets, for future meetings. 
-Young men from all parts of the, U~ited States go to H. B. BIYant's - , 
<..'hicago Business College. Its classes are always larae and full of interest. ' 
-The noiseless tenor of their way-the 'SDlOOth, easy writing pens of . 
the Esterbroo~ Steel ~en Co., whos~ make has. become unquestionaply the 
most popular to Amenca. No Statioq.er's stock 15 complete ''lithotit them~ -. " 
-HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE produces most excellent resUlt; in the 
prostration and nervous derangement consequent upon sunstroke. . 
--Anyone who will send two dollars to W. D. Hel)kle, Salem, Ohio, win" 
receive by mail prepaid the volume of Proceedings of the National Educa-
tional Associat!on meeting held ~t Chautauqua, N. Y., July 13,14,15, 16, 
1880. This volume is now going through the press. Those. who remit tie-
fore the printing of the names of members in the latter part of the volume 
will be en'rolled as members for 1880. · -
_ ,Bogus Oertlfloat8~ - . . . 
It is no vile dru~ed stuff, pretending to be .1Q!de ot: 'wonderful foreigti .. 
roots, barks, etc., and puffed up by long bogus cer'tjfibat~s of pretended muac- . 
uloqs cures,. but a simple! pur.c:, effective medicine, ~ o£' well known, v.a1-
uable remedies, that furnIShes Its own certi6cates by Ita Cures We refer to 
Hop.Bitters, the purest and best · of mediGinea. See ' ~ c:olllllUl.-RI. 
,pu~/lCa,.. . - t ' 
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THE , HOME. 
THE SCHOOL TEACHER'S SOLILOQUY. 
., BY A SCHOOL MA'AM. 
To .t.eacb, or not to teacb, that is the question: 
Whetber '.tis better in tbe school to suffer 
Tbe noise and bother of four dozen youngsters, 
. Or to take up arms again~t a sea of troubles, 
And, by marrying, end them? to love-to marry-
No more; and by marrying to say we end , 
The heart, ache, and thousand petty troubles 
That teachers are heir to ;-'tis a consummation 
Devoutly to be wished; to love-to marry ;-
To marry I perchance to be miser)lble; ay, there's the rub; 
- For in that state of wedlock what troubles may come, 
When we have shuffled off our happy girlhood, 
Must give us pause; there's the respect, 
That maKes teaching of so long life; 
For who would bear the the anxieties of examinations, 
The scorn of Model school teachers, tbe carelessness of trustees, 
The weariness of mind and body, the criticism of inspectors,. 
The insolence of children, and tlie care 
That patient teachers with unworthy pupils take, 
When they themselves might their quietus make . 
By simply marrying? Who would all this bear 
Alld grunt and sweat under a weary life, 
But that the dread of misery after, marriage, 
That untried state, into whicb, if you once enter, 
You can never return, puzzles the girls, ' 
And makes them rather bear the iIIsJ hey have,. 
Than fly to others that they know. not of! 
, -Exc!tang~. 
TIME TO GO. 
They know the time to go ! . 
, "'The fairy clouds strike their inaudible hour 
In field and woodland, and each punctual flower 
Bows at the signal an obedient head, 
. And, hastes to bed. . 
/ The pale anemone 
Glides on her way with scarcely a good-night; 
The violets tie their purple night.caps tight; 
Hand in hand the dancing columbines, 
. . In blithsome lines, I 
. . Drop their last courtesies, . 
Flit from the scenes and couch them for their rest; 
The meadow lily folds, her scarlet vest ' 
And hides it 'neath the grasses' lengthening green, 
Fair and serene. 
. -
Her siste~ lily floats 
On 'the blue pond and raises golden eyes 
To coqrt the golden splendor of the skies. 
The sudden signal comes and down she goes, 
To find repose 
In' the cool depths, below'. 
A little later, and the asters blue 
Depart in crowds, a brave and cheery crew; 
While gold-rod, still wi~e awake and gay, 
. Turns him away, . 
Furls his bright parasolsj 
. And, like a little, hero, meets his fate. 
• , The gentians, very proud to sit up late, 
Next foU""". Every fern is tucked and set 
. 'Neath coverlet, 
, -
, Downy and soft and warm. 
Nd'litLle seedling voic.e is .heard to grieve, 
Or make complaints the folding wood beneath; 
Nor lingering dares"to stay, for well th-ey know 
-The time· to go. 
, Teach us your patience brave, . -
Dear flowers, till we shall. dare to part like you, 
WilliQg God's will; sure that his clock strikes true, 
That his sweet day augurs a sweeter morrow, 
. With'his spliles, not sqrrow. . 
-SeI~rtd. 
'THE 'SCHOOLMASTER'S CONQUEST. 
Bronson Alcott, of Boston, told Joseph Cook, and-Joseph Cook 
told everybody he met, that he made a regu'lation in his school 
tha~ if a pupil violated a rule, "the master should substitute his 
own voluntary sacrificial chastisement for that pupil's punishment; 
and this regulatiori almost Cpristanized his school." "One day," 
Mr. Alcot~ said, "I called up before me a pupil who had violated 
an important rule. I put the ruler into the offender's hand; 
I extended my own hand; I told him to strike. Instantly I saw 
a struggle begin in his face . A new light sprang up in his . 
'. countenance. A new set of shuttles seemed to be weaving a 
new nature within him. I kept my hand extended, and the 
school was in tears. The boy struck once and burst into tears. 
He seemed transfortrled by the idea that I shonld suffer chastise-
ml::nt in place of his punishment, and ever after was the most 
docile fellow in the school, though he had at first been the 
rndest. " 
Now. this is very affecting and reasonable and striking: No 
one can read the incident and very readily forget it; and it 
contains a lesson that every school teaher can certainly read 
with' profit. The incident came to the knowledge of Willis K:. 
Stoddard, who for years past has b~en teaching a district school 
i~ Flint river township, in Iowa. He read this extract from one 
of J oseph C~ok's lectures, and never forgot the great moral ' ,. ; 
lesson it !;onveyed. Young Mr. Stoddard had some pretty hard , 
boys in his school. They were big and noisy and rough and 
tu!'bul~nt. He had reasoned with them; he .had . expostulated; 
he had begged and wept. He had whipped them ,until l)is arms ' 
ached, and the directors had threatened to dismis him' fo~ 
unnecessary severity and absolute cruelty; and the boys g.Eew . 
wor~e and worse every day. But when he was at 'his wits' end, 
and was seriously thinking of running away and losing all of his 
back salary, rather than stay at the school another day, he read 
this incident and it gave his froubled mind new light. He Had 
treasured it up probably half a day when, one bright June after-
noon, Samuel Johnson, the biggest and strongest 'and worst of. . 
all the big bad boys, violated all the rules of the school, on'e , 
after another, as fast -as he could think of them, and wound up 
by tearing seven leaves out of his geograophy. 'These he crammed 
into his mouth, and, when he had chewed them into a pulp, he 
took ·· the "wad", i~to his hand, and propelled the whole mass 
with great violence into the ear of Ellis Haskell, who signified 
his very- natural dismay and astonishment by a tJemendous howl. 
Mr. Stoddard called Samuel Johnson up to his desk, and lll,ore 
calmly than was his custom under ,such circumstances, told him 
to go out and bring in a switch. The poy presently returned 
with a very peaceful looking switch indeed-a switch app~rently 
far gone in the sfages of consumption-the sickest switch. 
"Now,." , said Mr. Stoddard, with a gentle, compassionate 
intonation, "strike me." I . 
I I 
Samuel Johnson who had already begun to unbutton ' his own 
jacket, opened his mouth wide. and the whole ,school stared in ' 
speechless amaze·me~t. Mr. St~ddard calmly repeated ' his order. 
He tho.ught he ~ould see the "new set of shuttles beginning. to 
work.:" : "Some one," , he said tenderly-tisome one must suffer 
t~e infraction of the rules. I will suffer chastisem~nt in ,your 
'. ' - . ' -=-"Will you naTQe 'the bones of the head t' said a teacher to one of; his 
; , ' • ~cl~. "1 got' them all in ,my head, teac~~r, but I canlt give'em," .' 
-Little Freddie was baving his hair combc:d by his motber, and he grum-. 
I' bled at the oper!ltion. "Wby, Fred1iie, you ought not to make sl\cn a fuss. 
!!tead." The teacher saw a "new 'light spring up" in Samuel 
Johnson!s countenance. The boy looked at his teacher and ~hen 
at" his switch: The teac,her could "'see a struggle hegill in the 
' face." Prese~tly the tears sprang to Sa:muel Johns0n's eyes, 
and he said;' in a ,!oice' confused with anxiety, !'Hadn't--:~ Dettel' -: : if don't when my hair is, combed." "Yes, but 'Your hail' ain't hitclie4 ~o your 
~heacf." / ~ \ ' .... go _out arrd geta big~er, switch?" ". ," . ,~' . ,.' 
.. -
, I 
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The teacher softly told him he might do so if he wished, and 
Samuel Johnson went out and was gone ten m\nutes. When he 
returned, the school smiled. He carried in his hand a switch 
that looked like a Rllssian peace commissioner. It was about 
seven feet long, an inch and three quarters thick at the bun, and 
was limber and twisted, and had knots and knobs clear down to 
the point. The boy's face shone with a bright glow of consci-
entious satisfaction as he balanced this switch and drew it through 
his harer muscular hands. 
Mr. Stoddard stood up arrd folded his arms. Then he said, 
with a 'sad, sweet look at the culprit, "Now strike me." 
. Samuel Johnson did not act in greedy and unsee~ly haste. 
He conducted himself like a boy who has a pa~nful duty to 
perform, but is impelled by conscientious motives to perform it 
tboroughly. H e pulled off his jacket; he rolled up his sleeves; 
he spat in his hands, and took a two handed grasp on the switch. 
'Twic~ he changed the position of his, feet to get a better brace. 
-Then ' he drew a long, deep breath, raised his arms, and the 
switch just shrieked throu:;h the air like a wild, ~ad, living , 
thing. 
Old Mr. Hargis, the senior direct?r, who lives only a mile and 
a half away from the schoolhouse, says he was out in his field 
plowing, and whe~ Mr. Stoddard left off his first yell the old 
man's first impression was that the schoolhouse had been struck 
by lightning. The next time the teacher .>hol!ted the director 
W:J.S convinced that a steamboat had gone astray and was whist-
ling for a landing somewhere up the creek. While he was trying 
to bold his terrified horses, another v~lley of sound came sweeping 
over the land like a vocal cyclone; and old Mr •. Nosengale, ! 
who bad been deaf twenty-three years, came runn~ng over saying 
he believed they were fighting down at , the quarries . . By this 
t'm~ they were joined by the rest of the neighbors, and the I . 
e'xcited population went thronglllg on toward the schoolhouse. 
In accepting Mr'. Stoddard's resignation, the directors consid-
erately allowed his . pay for the full term, and in a series of 
comI?limentary resolutions spoke of his efficiency in the highest 
/ terms, although it transpired that the board was privately agreed 
after all ,the facts had been laid befor~ it, that he ~as too much 
of a "nafral·born fool" to suit a practical locality. Mr. 
staddard is not teaching anywhere this summer. He told his 
landlady that he needed rest, and the good hearted old investi-
gatiAg ,com~ittee wa.s amazed to ~iscover that Mr. Stodqard 
rested or even went to bed, by leanlllg up, face foremost against 
the maI.ltelpiece in his room.-Selected. ' 
THE LIBRARY. 
, NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
Sj)fPLE PO EMS FROM COWPER, with Life of the Author, and Notes by Fran· 
cis ~torr, M. A. ' Rivingtop.s, London, Oxford, and Cambridge. pp. 76. 
. LIFE OF JOHN CHUP.CHlLL, Duke: o.f Marlborough. By Louise C~eighton,. with 
Portrait, Map>, and Plans. Rlvmgtons, London, Oxford, and Cambndge. 
, pp: 340. ,1879. " 
APPLETONS' STANDARD ELEMENTARY GEOGRAPHY. D. Appleton & Co., New 
York, Boston, and Chicago. , 
PULPIT TABLE-TALK. By Edward B. Ramsay, LL.D., Dean of Edinburgh. 
N ew Yo!.!<: 1. K. Funk & Co. 10 cents. "Standard Series" No. 4(. , 
> THE BIBLE AND THE NEWSPAPER. By Charles H. Spu~eon. New York: 
I. K. Funk & Go. "Standard Series" NO.42. IS cents. 
;'Af30N; or Many Things in Few Word.s. Addressed to those who think. 
By Rev. e. C. Colton, A. M. New York: 1. K. Funk & Co. 20 cents. 
"Standa~d Series" No. 43.. , ' 
MEDICAL HIN'l·S ON THE PRODUcTION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE SINGING, 
_ VOICE.- By Lennox Browne, F. R. C. S., ]i;din. Eighth Edition-Re-
, nsed, Enlar~ed, and Illustrattd. New: York: M. L. Holbroo~ 8i; Co', 
, ; - " '" 
SUPPLEMENTARY READING FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS. By F. W. Parker and 
Louis H. Marvel. Boston: Robert S. Davis & Co. Two books. 
OLD NICK'S CAMP·MEETIN'. A Narration of Occurrences thereat, in which 
M. Satan did not take a hand, but other people did-several in fact. By 
Eugene Owl, Author of "Jamie Mangstrom's ReJigious Experiences," and 
otaer works not yet wlitten. New York: The Authors' Publishing Com-
pany, Bond Street. Price, 50 cents. • 
FIRST TWENTY HOURS I~ MUSIC; Being intended as the first twentY lessons 
for a Beginner on the Piano or Parlor Organ. Practically- and Progressively 
Arranged by Robert Challoner. Cincinnati, Ohio: George D. Newhall & 
Co. Price, 75 cents. 
MUSIC MADE EASY. The Rudiments of Music, Explained in a Concise and 
Novel Manner. By Robert Challoner. Cincinnati: George D. Newhall 
& Co. 1879. 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
Catalog of Books Published by Macmillan , &0 _Co. Including the Works is· 
sued by the Oxford Clarendon Press and the Cambridge University Press. 
Macmillan & Co., London and New York. 
Annual Catalog of Natchef: Seminary, Natchez, Miss., 1879-80. AN ormaland 
Theological School. One of the eight institutions founded and sustained by 
the American Baptist Home Mission Society for the Education of Preachers 
and Teachers for the Colored People of the South. ' Rev. Charles Ayer, 
principal. 
Teachers' Hald Book. Public Schools, Denver, Colorado. 1880·S(. Aaron, 
Gove, Superintendent. 
The Educatioll of the NelP:o; its Rise and Progress and Present Status: Be-
ingan Address Delivered before the National Educational Associatlon at 
its late Meeting at Chautauqua, N. Y., by Hon. Gustavus J. Orr, LL; D., 
State School Commissioner of GeOlgia. 
Manual of the Public Schools of Tippecanoe County, Indiana. Published by 
the County Board of Education, Sept. 1880. W. H. Caulkins, ~ounty Suo 
perintendent. 
The Protective System. What it costs the American Farmer. ,By Graham 
McAdam. Published by the New York Free Trade Club. 1880. 
l'(ilu Public Schools. Course of Study, Rules, and Regulations. 1879 80. 
B. R. Gass, A. M., Superintendent. 
Ohio Central Normal School. Worthington, Ohio. Seventh Annual Calendar, _ 
1878-79.80. John Ogden, A. M., Principal. 
The Back·Bay District and the Vendome, Boston. By Moses King, 1880. 
Price 2,) cents. pp. 32, Illustrated. . 
A Course of Lessons ill Natural Hi tory. Prepared for the Use of Teachers 
in the Public Schools of St. Paul, Minn., and adapted to General Use in 
Schools. ·By H. W. Slack, Principal of the Humboldt School, St. Paul. J. 
W. Cunningham, printer, St. Paul, Minn. 1880. ' _ 
, Ninth Amlual Report of the Kansas City Public Schools, Kansas City, Mo. 
For the year 1879-80., J. M. Greenwood, ~uperintendent. 
The Hair: Its Growtb, Care, Diseases, and Treatment. By C. Henri Leon-
ard, M. A" M. D. Ddroit: C. Henri Leonard, Medical Book Publisher. 
This book of, more than. 300 pages, is ,written rather for the 
general public: than tor the profession, and: tbe author has avoided 
as far as possible the use .of technical terms. 
Its general scope is indicated. by the title, and includes the 
' anatomy and physiotogy' of the hair, its color, excess of growth, 
why it curls, baldness, length, uses, sudden blanching, dyeing, 
classification of ,races by the ' hair, etc., etc., besides numerous 
prescriptions. It is illustrated by 1I6 engravings and is elegantly 
printed on heavy paper. This is a valuable book, not only en- ' 
tertaining for casual , rea,ding, but useful., as , ~ell as a book of 
reference an.d worthy even of careful study. ' 
An Elementary Grammar. of :he English Language. By T. R. Vickroy, A. 
M., Author of "A Trea.hse on the Grammar,of the English Language." I2 
mo. pr. 96• St. LouIs: G. I. Jones & Co. - . 
This ,book -::an oy no means claim to be taken as an Elemen-
tary Grammar. The good points ,in it ~re its small size. its cle/lr 
comprehension of the subject, its, introouction of some improve.>. 
ments in grammatical doctrine, and its excellent suggestions to 
~eachers. . It. do~s not give ~ potential mode~ but polmtfal forms , .. . 
It draws dlstmctIOn, as WhItney does, and all scientific giam-
mari.ans, between verbs and 'the infinitive and. participial ' forms 
conne~ted with 'verbs. It is a condensation of much tbat is val.: 
uable in grammar. . 
} On the other nand it has the usual defect of abstlact cJ&iti~n 
much of whieh is inl:orrect or vasue~ \ can a BraID " tli~ 
J,\ t':':' .. I ' .. "'; • 'f 
~ \ . 
-
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truth? We find, for instanc~: "Q. When is a noun or pronoun 
of the first person? A. When it represents a person as speaking. 
'Q. When is' a no~n or pronoun of the second person? A. When 
it represents an obj~t as spoken to. Q. When is a noun or pro-
noun of the thi~d person? A. When it represents an object as 
spoken of." Very well; "Sam spoke to Tom about me;" here, 
by definition, Sam is of the first person(because he is represented 
as speaking); 'Tom (spoken to), of the 2nd; and me (spoken of), 
of the 3d. "A verb is a word which asserts." Then might have 
been loved, had been loving, will love, etc., are not verbs, hecause 
eacb of these forms is not a (that is one) word. Mr. Vickroy 
says he ha.s not given any general definitions; but we find not a 
few, some of which are very philosophical, but difficult of appre-
' hension by pupils. Thus (p. 21) a"Transitive Verb is "A verb 
whi(:h asserts the act of one object as producing, affecting, or 
cognizing another object." It takes thought above elementary 
grades t? grasp that. 
This book has no fair claim to be considered an "Elementary 
Grammar:" except that it is in the form of a catechism, which is, 
unfortunately,the best form for making children learn what they 
do not comprehend. Is it Elementary to ' divide conjunctions 
into t~o classes and these into eight subordinate kinds? If we 
were. writing, an extended criticism, we sheuld, point out many 
excellent definitions, and show the absurdities of a score of oth-
ers, as well as, the error of some practical directions. 
A Tr~atise,on the Law'of Public Schools. By Finley Burke, Counsellor-at-
L~w, Council Bluffs, Ia. New York: A. S. Barnes & Co. 1880. pp. 154. 
Price, $1 .00. 
The value of such a work as- this can be appreciated by two 
classes of people-the practitioner and the teacher. The prac-
tit-ioner haa to deal not with sentiment, or theory, or probabili-
ties, but with the facts of the law. It is desirable for him to 
·have at hand a compendium of facts which may be accepted as 
law; he has to consider all educational questions in their legal 
aspect, and to carefully discriminate between the decisions of the 
courts and those of the county or state superintendent. 
The crude condition in which our public school system still 
eXists in most states lias left the lawyer without any safe or satis-
factory compend' of general school law, and it has not unfre-
quently happened that cases of importance have been imperfectly 
prosecuted because 'of the difficulty of obtaining the facts of law 
which bear upon them. ' . 
The aim of our author has been two-fold-to serve the teacher 
. and the lawyer,-to present in a 'concise form the common law 
of public sch(!!ols as detetmined by judiC:ial decisions in the vari-
ous. states, so ·that it. 'may be made familiar to the school officer 
or 'teacher, and at the same time guide .the 'counsellor in his 
pr~ctice. 
The need of such a work will be conceded by all. Of all th~ 
subjects of which teachers are expected to exhibit a passable de-
'iee of knowledge, few are of more vital importance than that 
- which pertains to the practical performance of their <!uties as 
public servants; How few teachers 'know the law respecting 
schoo) taxa.tion, contracts, employment of teachers, authority of 
- , tfac~ers, rules and regulations, rights of pupils, powers of offi-
cers, liabilities of teachers and directors, use of school property, 
etc.; and this i!i just what Mr. Burke has undertaken to present 
in the volume befOle us. The ' accuracy of the work cannot be 
questioned, as it is only the law, as established by judicial de-
cisions, and supported by full and copious quotations lmd refer: 
," eri~C!I, .which the ~uthor has presuD.1ed to includ~ in JUs volume~ ' 
, , ' / .' 
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and the thoroughness and care with which this work ~as been 
done is fully attested by the letters of eminent members of the 
legal prOfession, as well as by many of the leading educators of 
the western states. Among the latter may be mentioned Hon. 
C. W. von Coelln, State Superintendent of Iowa,. and HOD. J .. 
L. Pickard,' President of Iowa State University. 
The absence of any other work of the kind adapted to the, 
wants of teachers in all the states will afford this one a wide and 
rapid sale wherever its existence and its nature shall becpme 
known. . It will probably be found worthy of being adopted as 
a text-book 'in state and county normal schools, where it is sl!P.-
posed that teachers are taught those things which most thoroughly , 
prepare'the:n to perform their duties wisely and well . . 
THE STATES. 
MICHIGAN.-Dr. B. F. Cocker and wife, of Ann Arbor, were .. w'!lcomed 
back from their summer sojourn in Europe by a hearty reception tendered 
them in the parlors of the M. E . Church. 
. The rumored sale of the Detroit Post and Tribun~ to James McMillan and . 
others is denied. Mr. W. J. Gibson, a graduate of the University about ten 
years ago, and since that time connected with the Post or Post aud Tri1Jun~. 
is to take the managing editorship of the Evening N~wi. 
, Professor Harrington, of the University, discovered a comet in the night of 
'September 30. ' 
The Monroe County Teachers' Institute was held at Petersburg, Oct. 4-8. 
W. H. Payne and ] . N. Demmon, of the . University, were instructors, and 
both gave evening lectures, the former on "The Quincy System," and the 
latter on "The Public School and the Library." 
, T"~ Universjty. - The number of entries in the different departments up to 
Oct. 6 was as follows: Literary, 440'; medical, 353; law, 308'; dental, 74; 
pharmacy, 85 ; homreopathic, 74. Total, I,334,-The school of pharmacy pas 
two representatives upon the committee ~f twenty-live for the Decennial Re-
vision of the United States Pharmacopreia,-Prof. A. B. Prescott and Mr. H. 
B. Pan:ons, of the class of '76. The former .has been placed hi charge of 
the committee of descriptive chemistry.-The number o.f students in the col-
lege of homreopathy is between seventy and eighty. 
The rooms in the primary department of the Tecumseh schools are crowded. 
The formation of the Battle Creek high school hose company has been 
commented upon very favorably by the press throughout the state. 
T. W. Crissey, late of the Flint public schools, has been engaged in Insti-
tute work at· Mancelona, Antrim county, and at Frankfort, Benzie county, 
with,Prof. Latta, of Allegan, as "prime conductor" and "prime adjunct" reo 
spectively. He sends a very interesting letter to the Wolv~rine Citizen. 
Prof. Burked entered upon his first year's labor at Traverse City, Septem" , 
ber 6. 
Prof. W. L. Smith, Deputy Superintendent of Public ID?truction, is the 
autlior of a new book for schools and singing classes, "The Practical · Music 
Reader." We have examined it somewhat carefully and believe' it to be a 
good, practical work. " _ 
The first number of the Sclzool Mod~rator made its appearance Oct. 6. It 
is a weekly; subscription, $2.00. It claims to be "modest and timid ·and 
strangely nervous over its introduction to an audience so august and exacting 
as twelve thousand Michigan teachers." -
The fine union school building at Galesbu~g is now all paid for. 
It is said that down in Indiana our Michigan ' teachers with years' expe-_ 
rience very frequently fail to receive certificates upon examination. 
IOWA.-Sup't Speer says that the Edenville school, under the management 
of' Mr. G. D. Viles' and Miss Lillie Logan, is one of the best schoois in the 
county. ' , . 
The members 01 the Van Buren county institute were enthusiastic In thejr 
praise of Miss Annie Packer as one of their instructors, and recommended 
Sup't Hasrings to secure her services for the next normal 'institute . 
The Chicago office of the WEEKLY was gr:;Lced with a brief visit from the 
"better half of the Normal Monthly" l~t week_ Tales of common experi-
ence-not to say adventures-occupied the hour. 
The'next meeting of the State Teachers' Association will be held in Des 
Moines, December 28, 29, 30. . • . 
L. J. Woodruff, a grad~te of Michigan University, ~es charge of the. 
Mare~o schools, at a ~ .of '1,000. \ 
" . 
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Other new principa!s are: William Hunter at East Shell Rock. W. D. Deaf and Dumb, at Jacksonville, began September IS. Deaf mutes residing 
. Smith at Aplington, W , H , Harwood at New Hartford, E. K, Maryatt at n Illinois who are of a school-attending age are received atid furnished tuition, 
ILansing, J, W. J~rnagin at Lynnville, E , C, Bellows at Parkersburg, Henry board, etc., free of charge. Phillip G, Gillett, Superintendent • . 
Jeffrey at Olin, J. A, Buffington at Salenl~ A, P. Hargrave at ~olumbus Junc~ Cha1llpaipz University is not yet fully at peace with its college government. 
tion, W. D, Garmal at Batavia, Mr. Bedlchek at Clermont, MISS A. P. Porter Il seems that the governme!lt is not self-supporting oand it is a question who 
at MiJlelsburg, Miss Jenme Shrader at Brooklyn, Mr. Ames at Grundy Cen, should make up the deficits of the exchequer. We suggest that if th(pupil~ 
ter, A. N. Fairfield at Mechanicsville, B. H. Standish at Postville, W. F. have become so exemplary that not enough fines can be levied to pay expense 
Phevalier at Ames, A. S. Young at D.urant. . the government is no longer needed, and if the reason of failure is tbat the 
Sup't Boyes, of Dubuque county, now rece~ves a salary of about $1,500 a government no longer co~ects fines fqr oflenses then it ought to be allowed to 
year. The supervisors of that county appreCiate the services of a competent Starve by its own ine fficiency. We hope to learn that all difficulties in the college 
and intelligent superintendent. government may be removed and this plan of self-control may go on to complete 
. The East Des Moines school board has published a resolution in the city success.--The university expects to send a large· delegation of students to 
apers declaring Appletons' Readers the same kind of a "failure" as Web- escort their orator, Mr. Allen, to the contest of the Illinois College Association 
;ter's Dictionary and other books which they regard as the best for their use. at Galesburg.--The Illini contains m)lch college news and some very good 
"Iowa" is a word of Indian origin. It has been handed down through articles on subjects of interest to students. C. H. Dennis is editor,in.chief 
French explorer; and travelers from the first discovery of Indians in' this re- and J. H. Morse business manager.--Pror. Prentice has just returned fmm 
. Ii . In some old documents it is spelled "Ioway," but it has finally taken Maryland where he spent the summer's vacation. Sickness made his return 
- ~~ ~Iassic ~nding. like "America," and is pronounced with the accent ,on the later than he had intended.--J. P. Sheldon of England inspected the 
first syllable, or letter. And so it ha~ becom ~ a veri ·c~a~si,c appeUatio~ for a various departments of the university recently and expressed himself as well 
tate a river and a county, as well as a town. The orlgmal name gtven to pleased.--Sergeant S. A. Wel~h is the regular detailed by the U. S. gov- " ~e ~ld capit~l was " the city of Iowa," which has been contracted into "Iowa ernment to take charge of Champaign signal station.--Prof. Roos haS oeen 
City." So much for the origin of the word, first applied by the French to a away this summer doing some new. drawing. He drew a wife.--Tlie 
tribe of Indians, then to the river, and subsequently by actual settlel'l! and the university battalion for this year comprises four companies of about forty men 
gover~men~ to the st~te and its first capital. "Iowa" means "this is the spot." each.--Prof. Scovell is now professor indeed, :nstead of simply assistant in 
_Iowa City Repu~llCa". agricultural chemistry. Mrs. NancV Davis Scovell is in charge' of the calis-
thenic department. --Prof. J. C. Feitshams of Springfield School of Elocution 
WISCONsIN.-An election of county superintendent will be held In the West and Oratory has been engaged to give lessons during the winte~ term in his 
. District of Dane county to fill' the vacancy caused by the resignation of M. S. ' department of work.--The junior military class had their first shooting 
Frawley. practice September 24. They expect to do better next time.--G. M. Wisco~sin teachers are giving our agent, ~1:r. Alfred 'Thomas, a very ror· Savage, an old Champaigner, is principal of schools at Mansfield, Piatt· Co 
dial greeting wherever he goes. Mr. Thomas hai bee.n, well kn!lwn among --Prof. Burrill has demonstrated (hat bacterium, a fungus of the very lo~est 
the best teachers of the state for several years, and his success as principal class , is· thecauseoftheblightinpearsandotherf~its. Aprominentnurse~an 
follows him in his present work. Luge lists of subscribers are sent. in by him expresses the opinion that this discoverv alone is worth more than all the 
every week. university has cost. ' . • 
The Berlin high school opened with about So pupils j at the end of the NOI'mal 'Notu.- Mrs. Haynie is slowly recovering from her illljess. May 
L th week the number had increased to 6[. A half hour is spent each Hewelt, who has recently returned from the East, is liearing some of the-
,our d" , b' lDorning in listening to a lect~re or re~ I~g ~pon some Interestmg su ~ect . classes.--Prof, DeGarmo has been making a land 'purchase. When thingS 
Ten minutes of each half day IS spent m slngmg. . . don't go to SUit him he can now talk about retiring to his farm.--Asa Skin-
C rroll College, at Waukesha, has been for the present dlsconllnued, the ner h~ entered on his second year as principal at H·udson, McLean county. 
atte:dance this term not justifying its continliance. Principal Reed is engaged _ . -W. R. Marriott is in charge of th,e schools at Port Byron.--J. H. Stick'-
. t a~hing at the Boys' Ind.ustri:ll School. ' ney has returned ,to Altona and taken charge of tlie s~hools he l~ft ,two yearS 
In T~e normal school at Platteville is full of students. The new addition will ago.--Herbert Metcalf,has returned from California and has bee.n stopping 
b under roof by the lalter part of November. a few days at Normal. Jno. T. Bowles is to take the prin~ip8lship of Gridley 
e The high school at River Fallq vill be opened as soon as the new building schools.--Walter Blake has a school near Ellsworth and Sam Parr near 
is completed. It is said to surpass any other school b~ilding i,n t~e state in Gibson.--H. Clanahan, a last year's tea,!:her at Golconda, is now a candidate 
- the item of convenience. Hosea Barnes, of Kenosha, IS the pnnclpal,1\ gen- for clerk of Pope county. He was a stuCient at the Normal some years ag~ 
tleman well and favorably known among the best teachers. Miscellaneous.-The executive committee of the state teacher's association' 
BeloitC ollege has entered upon the new scholastic year under most favor- propose to advertise thoroughly the holiday meeting. Hotels and railroad, 
ble 'auspices, The freshman class is larger than was anticipated and there unite in doing the. genelous thing and a large attendance ,is expected.-- 'Un_ 
:ave been s'>me additions, to higlter classes. The chemical Laboratory has less he changed his plans, Dr. Bateman sailed from 'Europe Qct. 9.--
been moved ·into Soutb Colle~e; which is to be exclusively used for that pur- Hoopston schools have been closed on accou nt of 'scarlet fever.--G. W' 
The old chemical lecture room has been fitted up beautifully for the ' Smith, county superintendent of Clay count y, advertises an institute at Flora, pose.. . , f ' 
d ' rtment of Natural HIstory under the charge 0 Prof. ChamberlalD. The Oct. I6.--The Knox County Principals' Meeting occurred Oct. I'. ',{:he epa , d ' h d ' 1'£ d . ., literary societies seem to be Imbue Wit new an Ylgorous I e an are In had several interesting discussions. They agree·d to' send their' reports for 
eager rivalry to see which can furnish their fine new. rooms most handsomely. publication in Miss West's "Department."--- S. S. Mountz excelled in ' 
Everything bespeaks a pleasant and profitable . sesslOn.-Brodhead Indepen- ' spelling at the Macon institute for Oct. and took as a prize, "Pilgrim's Pro • . 
dent. gress."---Rossville school house will cost' ten thousand dollars._Thc ' 
d II f new. Ninth Ward Building, Peoria, is the best building in the city. It bemns INDIANA.-Sup't DuShane, of South ,Ben. reports an enro .ment o. 122 11 f .. ' 
1 h 1 hushiess with an enro ment 0 nearly five hundred. ---The Wesleyan at • in the high school, and a total of 1,631 in al t e schoo s. Bloomington Enrolls two hundred and fifty students. This is more than it 
MIN~ESOl'A.-H. S. Baker, formerly superintendent of schools for Pierce ", has had before -within the p~t three y,ears.---Decatur teachers have 
. t - 'Wis has taken the principalship of the Franklin school at St. Paul . caused a memorial ta.blet to be placed in the High School Building in honn_ coun y, ., " v-
at a salary of $[,200 per year. ' of Mr. Durfee, a faithful member of the board of education. His death 
occurred duri~g the past year~Supt. Lamb of Woodford county has h~d ' I~LlNOlS.-Ti}e Paris high school enrolls 90 pupils-800 in all departments ,an epistolar.y tilt with one Pool of Secor. We do not know ' the merits of 
The construction of a $25,000 high schpol building is well under way. the case but we doubt whether either party has gainJd anything by the open 
'Principal ,,Harvey is, a man of influence in educational matters and the s~hool letters they have· exchanged.---Here are some m~re new principals: 
interests in that locality\are well cared for. , . Theodore Harvey, Arthur; Luther Hobbs, KeMley; Mr: MulTy, Piper City 
Mr. R. F. -Pouley is traveling through northern Illinois in the interests ~f I Abel H' Stanhope, Elsah; Mr., Allen, OttervllIe~ S. C: Ransom, Gibson ~ 
the WE1!KLY. We bespeak for him II hearty welcome and a I[enerous contn- , Theo Axline, Wataga ~ T. B. ~ree~w, ~em; H. B.-coe, Alfon9uU;; ~: 
.bution to' lUs subscription list. . Colloway, Be~y; · T. 1. ,Vance, Mackinaw; Mr. Edwat'lk. GeQrgetown; 
The tlll~.y·sixth term of the Illinois · Institution· for the Education of the Mr. Osabury, -Ene. . ' ,'; 
-" 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
ABOUT GRAMMAR.-II. 
GRAMMAR is nO't well taught it the country schools for seve-, ral reasons, chief among which are: the irregular O'r partial 
ittendance of pupils at school; badly arranged text-books, and a 
mistaken idea on the part of the teacher of the object of the sci-
ence. The average farmer's or mechanic's bby who is old enough 
·to study technical grammar attends school but four months O'r 
less in a year; During that period he is kept at the task of learn-
ing defini.tiO'ns, de~lensions, conjugations, and to' him meaning-
less rules O'f syntax. Just as the exercise of analysis and parsing 
is ahout to be faken up, he is withdrawn from school to assist in 
"making fenr.e" O'r in the workshop. When the next December 
comes he has forgotten his rules and definitions, an'd is ready tl) 
repeat the experience of the preceding year. Here we have the 
explanation O'f his reply, "We never got that far, sir." 
Very frequently this condition of things is due to badly 
arranged text-books. In many of these, "parsing" is placed 
near ,the close of the worlc, to be pursued only after the preced-
. '. ing PO'rtion has been . learned. When this order is follO'wed by 
the ine~perienced teacher .a mistake· is made. Pupils upon com-
mencing ·this e~ercise O'f . parsing should . learn the definitions of 
noun, gender, persO'n, number, and case. Familiar talks and 
exercises should next b~ had upon these forms. One week is 
sufficient fO'r this wO'rk. I Parsing, which may be defined as the 
practical application 'of definitions' and rules to words and sen-
tences" requiring thought on the part O'f the pupil, can now be 
taken up withad'vantage and the subject at O'nce becomes invested 
with interest -to the learner. A similar course should be adopted 
for the other parts of speech. Abundance of written wO'rk'should 
. : accO'mpany the stui:ly O'f grammar, as indeed all school studies. 
. Again, we should not fail to comprehend the great object of 
the science. - It is not parsing, nO'r analysis, nor knowledge of 
definitions, nor familiaJity with rules, but the acquisition of the 
abil~ty to proIlJptly apply its p'riIiciples to the formation and 
cOI:rectio.n of the sentence. A faulty sentence is like a dis~ased 
patient; bO'th need to' be healed. To cure the patient the f phy~ 
sician must be able to' administer a remedy quickly. He may 
6nderstand maten"a medica and anatomy thoroughly and yet fail. 
The student too often analyzes and parses well but persists in 
'mutilatiilg the EngliSJ;1language. 
.... It is of the utmost necessity that teachers, especially thO'se in 
cO'untry schools, bear in mind the fO'llowing points:. that a v~ry 
large majOlity O'f children in the public schools quit their atten-
-dance· Defore technical grammar is studied by them; that o~ly a 
sman prO'PO'rtion of those who dO' study it attend school regular-
ly or for more than three months in the year; that it is far more 
important that they may be able to correct such sentence~ .as, 
"Them horses is a fine team," and "Who did he marry?" 
than to be able to name the plural offocus or cri/edon. Teach-
- ers,' correct errO'rs in speech and in writt~~ exercises continually,.' 
, hasten on to essentials, omitting non-essentials, forget nO't the 
, needs of your ?upils. 
======= 
-The fall pliblicatiol)S of Jllnsen, McClurg & Co. will incude a new vol-
, ume by Ftofessor Swing entitled "Club Essays," a series of shorf papers on 
,various topics, some of which have been read before' the Chicago Literary 
Glub ~to whom the book. is dedicated), and othErs added t,o complete the 
'Volume; '-'Familiar Talks on English Literature," by Abby Saae Richardson; 
~ a "Life of Beethoven," translated from the German of Louis N~hl, by. Mr. J. 
J. LalorLand unifc:ir.n with the "Life of Mozart" In the series of Musical ~iogiaph1e1 t and . "Music-Study in, t.rmauy, ': by ¥iss Amy Fay, the well-
boWJl~' , . . ,j. - . • . 
t I ~ I. • 
DICTEE. 
WHA 'fEVER the French make they make well, finishing up with a completeness and neatness which excite admiration 
and induce sales everywhere. They carry the same skill and 
ingenuity into their school work. 
One reason why French writers excel in grace of expression is 
the very early training in language which their schools give. 
Instead of wasting time over rows of isolated words in spellin~ 
books, which convey D0 sense, and show no example-of use, t~e 
learners employ the words from the first, by writing them as act-
ually used in sentences; and thus they learn how to put the, 
letters (to' spell) as tihey learn how to put the words. And they 
learn to spell in this way with hand and eye much more pleas-
antly. and much sooner, besides learning sentence structure 
(composition) at the same time. Orthography is the chief 
branch in French schools; more so even than it is with us; 
·for their spelling is hard to acquire, and ability to sp.ell correct-
ly is made the chief criterion when a youth's primary educat~on 
comes to be put to the test, or when application is made for ' any 
situation where an ability to- read and write is a condition. There.' 
is not such trouble with ,vowel variation in that language as in 
ours; but clusters of silent letters are used, which change be-
Wilderingly in different tenses of verbs, etc. 
In this wliting of sentences, punctuation, of course, comes 
in. But before th-e stops, capitals, and other accessories ca~ ~ 
rightly placed, there must be a right appreciation of the rhetori-
car' sense, and of the elocutionary delivery which fitly conveys 
it. So that little children writing little lines about their dolls ' 
.or their dogs in the simple words of their early vocabulary, are 
really practicing what we designate by the formidable . names 
"grammar," "orthography," "rhetori<;:," a~d "elocution." But 
they don't hear these hard names, and are unaware that they are 
at any thing higher than a "playful sort of imita.tion of their sen-
iors by way of doing a pleasant school duty. It is all m~ch ino.re 
sensible, more satisfying to the child's natural desire to learn, 
and more educative than the senseless oral spelling which our 
schO'O'ls ' cO'ntinue because it is an old procedure, inherited from 
former schools, invented in the dark cells of some of the old 
mO'nks when they alone knew any thing about the arts of reading 
and wr~ting. The matter dictated to a class t.o be thus writ-ten 
.out as an exercise in O'rthography is called a dicter' . The French 
commission sent to the Philadelphia Exposition, after detailing 
and illustrating in their report much that they' found to admire 
in American-schools, mlOntioned as chief among the short-com-
comings that "no proper exercises in dictee appeared" a~ong 
all the American exhibits, a: deficiency which greatly surprised 
them. 
Excellent as dictee exercises. are, there have been two difrcul-
ties in its use which have only lately been .obviated. (1) If the 
learner is given the di~tee to be merely copied, (as is always done 
during the first year) the copying at- length becomes merely 
mechanical, and tl)e eye t~kes no particular note of what letters , 
compose a given word, nor takes any particular pains to fix them 
in the eye so as to be remembered. And, (2), if the teacher dic-
tates the whole, it occupies an inordinate amount of hi:. timt;: ; 
for he must necessarily go slow enough for the slowest; and at 
the best, all are mute or l~ss e~barrassed by the strokes . .of the 
inter.rupting voice, and have little or no time for cool re-inspec-
tion or correction of a written word. Other pl1pils .. meantiine, 
are deprived of the teacher. , . .' . ': ' 
. Both these difficulties are 'E:ompletely ob"iated and '~xtra ~d. '- ' 
'. /" • • I • • ~ I '\._ • 
" -
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vantages are gained by a method which entirely frees the teacher, 
and giv:es the pupils ample and' undisturbed time to write, inspect, 
re-~rite if necessary, or refer to a dictionary if needful, and 
correct until the eye is satisfied that all is reproduced just as it 
was seen in the Reader. This is done by visual dictation ;-
th~t is, by showing the exact and full pronuneiation of the words 
of the sentence by means of simple homographic signs. This is 
what is called in this country dictl~e, or more fully, homographic 
dictee. Signs are used, because if letters were used, the propeL" 
letters would show the spelling, and the eye would have no mo-
tive to exercise in recalling it, while if other letters than the 
proper ones are given (as sho~ for shoe) the false spelling would 
sink into the memory and cause confusion by the eye recalling 
. two different forms for one word. These signs have the further 
ad.vantages of affording exercise to the voice by securing a full 
~nunciation of every sound in each word, as the pupil determines 
the word by tacitly repeating its sounds as shown by the signs. 
T~ey also afford an excellent variety of pencil-practice, bettering 
the common writing, and imparting a facility in drawing. 
In Appletons' Reader!, now so much pressed upon schools, 
there is some pictorial dictee. A sentence is given to be written, 
- and while most of the wor(is are to be merely copied, others are-
indicated by a picture or intimated by a t/ash.. This is a ~tep in 
a good direction, but is not to be compared with the homo-
graphic method, which indicates every word, at the same tim~ 
showirig its complete pronunciation. 
-MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. ' 
DAVID KIRK, Editor, Jackson, Minn. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Olney's University Algebra has some good things in it, that 
are not usually found in works on Algebra. The terms/unction 
and variable are discussed with considerable fulness; and a fair 
idea 'of the differential calculus can be obtained from the section 
on infin'itessimal analYSIS. 
~ The chapter on loci of equations also paves the way for the 
st~dy of analytical g'eometry. 
While it would be improper to anticipate these subjects in an 
elementary work on algebra, it is well to devote some space , to 
, them in a treatise designed for .college students. ' 
/ 
. f h Ih f' The extractIOn 0 ten ' root 0 a glVen number N, is the 
' same as the solution of an equati~n of tile form xn - N-=o, and 
can be done by Horner's method in the same way that numeri-
cal equations are solved. ' Will some one who has time be so 
kind is to· elucidate this for our department by the solution of 
an example ,? ' 
What has become of the rule of "position "? Our arithme-
• tics, except one or two, ignore it, and even . the ' algebras say 
nothipg about it. 
Double position is called an exploded rule, but a rqle that 
can b~ apphed to ,the solution of expo~ential equations, and the 
extraction of roots of a high degree, should· not be regarded and 
treated as obsolet~. 
----------------
The? 95th' example of the miscellaneous examples in Robinson's Practicai 
-- Arithmetic seems to be a blemish in an 'otherwise good book; not that the 
. example is wrong per se, but because it involves principles that appear not to 
have been previ<?usly discussed in said book. We j!ldge from the number of 
letters that,we get asking solutions of this proDlem that something is wrong, 
. bUt we ma'y be ~istaken. i' , 
To find how $3,000 can be be paid in five equal annual installments, money 
being worth seven per cent, requires an application of the principles ~f cer-
tain annuities, which in turn involve a knowledge of compound inte~e>t, and 
geometrical progression. 
Suppose the annual payment to be one dollar a year. -
The present worth of the first payment is-~; the present worth of the sec-
, ' 1.07 . , , ' 
ond payment is-I--= __ 'I_; the present worth of the third payment is 
(1.07)" 1.1449 
1 _ 1 
( 1.07);-1.225043' 
'The five present worths are as follows: _1_, _2.--. 1 1 
1.07 1.1449 1.225043' 1.310796 
1.30255 1 
By actually performing these five indicated divisions, and adding the quo- ' 
tients we get 4.1002 nearly. Now since $4.1002 will prodn.::e a payment of 
$1 a year for five years, $3000 will produce as many dollars ayear as $4.1001 
is contained times in $3.000. 
Of course the easiest way to find the sum of the above s~ries of quotient •. is 
by geometrical progression as follows: 
_1_(1 ___ 1_'_) = _1_X·40255 1 ..:.. .402551 =4.1002 nearly. 
.07 1.402551 .07 ,1.402551 .09817857 . . 
OUR EXCHANGES. 
There are the Pennsylvania School Journal and the Ohio 'pducati.llal 
~Month(y-probably twins, as each claims to be older t~an the other. They 
are staunch and true; the former is the larger and more valuable, but tbe latter 
is more newsy and scholarly. 
The Indiana School Journal-
"In sober state, 
Through the sequester'd vale of rural life, 
The vene~able patriarch guileless halds ' 
The tenor of his way." , 
We do not wish to distract him, for he is happy and ' so are his three 
thousand readers. 
The Utisconsin Journal of Education is a speciman o( the old-time, 
ournal. It is the organ of the State Department and that is 'thy it keeps up a 
respectable circulation. Wisconsin teachers generally subscribe for so~e 
o~her paper, thouih many <If tne principals take .the WISconsin ' JourntU, 
because of its organic character. ' . 
One of ~he most widely circulated of the monthlies is Barnes' Educational 
Nonlh(y, which was-launched as the NationtU T~achers' Month(y. While 
Mahony edited it t~achers ~verywhere read it, and a goodly number paid for 
it. During the last year tlie publishers felt the need of more subscriberi 
and so o~ued their journal at one third the subscription pn·ct. Quite a lqe 
number- were caught by the bait, for some people will buy things if th.ey. are 
sllpposed to be very cheap, simply because they are cheap. Now the time 
for rc:newal has come, and the country is full of cheap . teachers trying to get 
Barnes', Mont1z(y at the same price they paid last year. If' they can'~ they 
wont take it at all, and we don't blame them. The journal is well edited 
by Professor Jerome Allen of the State Normal School at Geneseo, N. Y., but 
5uch dallying will soon destroy the influence of his paper and he w.ill be 
found casting pearls before swine. ' 
-It is said that Rev. Dr. J. P. Newman will probably accept the chancel. 
lorship of Rochester University. . j 
-Cowper was right when he said·: 
The man that hails you Tom or Jack, 
And proves by thumps upon your back, 
How he esteems your merit, 
Is such a friend that you have need 
Be very much his friend indeed 
To listen or to bear it. 
- , . I 
" 
"The solutio~ of the Iridian question will speedily be either the extinction · " 
of the Indians or their absorption intq American citizellSliip by means of the _ 
Civilizing influences of education. With the disappea~ce of game there-can 
no lo~ger remain Indian bunters or warriors.- Thl! of,)l1dian W.arB fU:C 
drawlDg ~to a close. There will soon be boo room question as' to the 
d~partment to which the Indian will beloug •. 'In a few',ears all must IliJ'CO 
that he sh<!uld belong; like e~ery other citizen, omy to Jiiinsdr. Tlie time 
iii not diltaut when he should be; chiefly cared fo1' . By the 'civiJ&iiil&:dq)ut- ' 
ment of the GoverniDetit, th~ Bureau of ~Ilcation. , -;P,.,sitJnII HajN • 
~ " " 
-' 
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8TU DENT'S SHAKESPEARE. 
A scholarly, philosophical, and thorou,h Analysis of the 
great master of the English tongue ,b i HBNRY J. Fox, D. D. 
Thi~ volume, embracing ~ver FJ've 7kousand subjects 
topically arranged, is designed to place at immediate com-
mand every important thought which the greatest of English 
p~ets has given to the world. 
PRICE AND STYLE OF BINDliI'G. 
Extra cloth, 35 .00 I Half Russia, Ex. gilt, ~8 ·00 
'library leather, ;6.00 Full Mor. gilt edge, 100 ' 
Half Morocco, 7.00 Full Russia, gilt edge, 10 00 
Sold to subscribers only, payable on delivery without 
cost of carriage. 
. D~criplive circulars and specimen pages forwarded OD 
application, and subscriptions received by 
B. A. FOWLER & CO, Publishers, 
Ii Ha.wley Street, Boston, Ma.ss. 
Reliable AJ{mts wanted i. et/er~ Educalional Institu-
tion, TOW1I, CitY, a1ld State. . 
School and Amateur Dramas, 
Best collection published .......... . __ . Price IS cents each. 
SCHOOL AND PARLOR TABLEAUX. 
A choice collection, classical and comic ........... 25 cents. 
FRIDA Y AFTERNOON DIALOGUES. 
Short and spicy, for boys and girls. Two num-
SCBA1p'B00~t lEeCi;f~IoN ·sER-iES:·······25 cents. 
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ATTENTION, TEACHERS. A VALUABLE BOOK 
Thompson's Teaeber's Examiner 
. REVISED AND ENLARGED. 
'"For Teachers, and thoso Preparing Themselves to Teach. 
Giving a I[eneral review of the Common and 
High School Studies, in a series of questions and 
answers. Thirteen branches are treated on, viz., 
Geography, Civil Government, Grammar, History, 
Reading, Physiology,' Orthography, Physical Geog· 
raphy, Arithmetic, Writing, Philosophy, : Astr0110' 
my, and American Literature. The Examiner 
consists of over 360 pages, having been.preparrd (..(. 
pressly for the use of Teachers in making prepara-
tions for examination, and is also adapted to the use 
of Common and High Schools, for daily, weekly, 
and monthly reviews. 
I . No Teacher should be without a copy of the Exammer. 
2. Jt contains nearly 5,000 questions an.d answers, system-
atically arranged. 
3. The work is indorsed by the best educational men of 
the country. 
~. The second edition has already been published, and 
over 6,000 copies lold. . 
. 5. Nothing like it for reviews and test-work, and it should 
be used in every school. . 
6. If you are dreading an examination, purchase a copy 
of the Examiner. It will guide you safely through. 
7. The price of the Examiner is not exhorbitant, but 
within the reach of all. 
8. It asks from two to five hundred of the most important 
questions on each branch of study, and answers each ques-
tion that it asks. 
9 . The Examiner is destined . to have as great a sale as 
any school work yet published. 
,:Latest! Freshest! Best! ' 'Fwo numben. Per 
'. number .••••••• ~ ............. . ...... ____ .;_:._· . . ! ••• : ••• 25 cents. ' 
Tl.i~O~~:uNTY SUPERINTENDENT'S QU,ES-
10. The Teacher's Examiner will be sent to any address, 
prepaid, on receipt of price, 11 .15. Ag-eot5 wanted, for 
which liberal premiums Will be given. Send for circular 
giving {~ll information in regar~ to the work. Address 
Just the thing for class·drill, reviews, and examinatioos. 
A,rithmetic"looo questions and problems •••. 25 cenls . 
. Hou~s08FP~EC~A'\fm~~s ............ ..... ... 25 cents. 
A monthly ma~az ine for teachers, students. 
and young folks, 8picy, pointed and interes-
ting, Contains choice readings, dialogues, 
etc. __ _ ... . ____ . .... ... ... ..... _ ..... . Per year, So cents. 
FpIl descri ptive catalogue free. 
Address, T. S. DENI&ON, 
70 Metropolitan Block. Chicago, Ill. 
MONTHLY REPORT CARDS. 
MONTHLY RBPuRT CARDS furnished by the publishers of 
THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY, Chicago, at Fift~ cents per 
""ndred. Sam pi"! sent on receipt of one cent stamp. 
HYGIENIC TEXT-BOOKS. 
130hool and Indnstrial Hygiene. BY. D. F. LINCOLN, 
. M. D., of Bos ton, Mass. Being the COncluding volume 
of the Series O(AMBRICANHBALTH PRWBRS. Now ready. 
........ 'PriceJ., SO cents. ' 
W-I¥pn's D~mestio HYlPene. A gnide to Healthy Life 
ana,Healthy H.mes. Pnce, 111:50. 
Bible ~YlPene; or. Health Hi,!ts by a Physician. Price, 
~ifed frec' upon receipt of _price. . 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON, 
t. PUBLISHBR, BOOKSBLLER, AND IMPORTBR, 
. 1012 Walnut St~ PHlLADEI;oPHIA. 
, THOMPSON, BnOWN & 00., 
,. BOSTON. . 
I ' PUBLISH 
'Bradbury's Eaton's Elementary Arithmetic. By 
Wm. F. BRADBURY, Hopkins M. ster in. Cambridge 
Hig'b School. Sent for examination on receIpt of 18 cent·. 
Bradbury;s Eaton's Praotical ArlttUnetIc. The 
El"'f."tar~ and the Practical make a complete course 
for Prlmary and 'Grammar schools. Sent for 40 cents. 
St.lDe's ·History of England. By A. P. STONE, LL. 
. D."Superintenden, oJ Schools, Sprlogfield, Mass. Fully 
illustrated with maps and cut... Sent, for 40 cents. . 
-The I\[usioal Guide. By W. S. TILDEN, Musical 
Director. Designed to meet the wallt for a SINGLE 
BOOK in proference to .. SERIES. Sent for 30 cents, 
Words and Numbel's. A ·LESSON BOOK FOR PRI. 
· MARYSCHOOl.S. ByHENlIY E.SAWYER. Apew 
departure in text bOOKS fOI -primary instruction, 18 cents. 
Bradbury's All:c bra. Bradbury's Geometry and 
Trigonomentry, and, Dradbn!7'8 TrJgo~omtery 
. - and Surveying, used with the h,ghest success in all 
parts of the country, the Alg,·br~ and Geometry II! New 
Eogland cities alone · rcpresentin~ more than 5-6 tht city 
P9~ti· ns. Algebra, S~ cents; Geometry,1>.lone, 4~ cents; 
'Jir~goDomeQ"yt kIDDe, .. sceats; Geometry and ~rigono · 
melry, 68 cent, ; 1:rigonometry and Surveying, 80 cents. 
BooJL-Keeplng, By A, B. 'MESERVEY, Ph. D. Sent, 
for 50 cents, BLANKS, 7 in set, to accompany the book. 
DasCfRIPTlVB ,CATAt:.oG <lilt 011 applicatiOtl. 
.Add,.,1S ~HO.S. H, BUSH;, 
70 MetroP9titan Block, CHICAGO. 
ell., .. .t\,. WEEK:, " .812 a day 'at home el!sily made. Costly. 
jp lJ Olitfit-free • . Addres. TRUB 8r .co , Augusta, Maine. 
T OWA. COLLEGfi "' f;,ri"'IIll, IDWII. For' cata1o~e ' 
J.'",- ac::, &dare.. the,i'~d':.nt, GBO.F.~~VJf,!>.p, [i:by 
.. '" 
ALBERT HENRY THOMPSON. 
DAVENPORT, IOWA 
We _Have the Best Thing Out 
FOR AGENTS. 
ptice.J So cents. Sample and complete outfit sent on reo 
ceipt 01 40 cenls to those WHO MEAN BUSINESS and 
apply for agency. Send for outfit at once, and go to work 
in time lor the fall r"sh. 
WILLARD M. WOOD & CO., publisher'S agents for 
standard books, 216 E. Washington St., Room 8, Chicago, 
HI. Drawer w. . 
S T MAR 1" S SCHOOL, Knoxville, Illinois. A' Board-ing ·School lor Girls; First·class throughout; a safe Christian home. with the best advantages of educa tion. 
Reference is made to patrons In nearly every ' city in the 
West. ~ (tf) C, W. LBFFINGWELL, D.D., Rector. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENl of State Normal University. Special a~ention i. paid to fitting young 
men for CoUege. For years its graauates have enter· 
ed Harvard, and other fin.t-c1ass colleges, witho,ut conditions. 
The EPglioh course presents rare oPP9nunities to young men 
preparing for bUsiness, or young ladies desiring a thorough 
course of study. For further information address E. J. James, 
M. D ., Normal, Ill. . 
OHIO CEN1 RAL NORMAL, a1la Ki1ldergarte" • Trai .. i"l{ Scltool. Reorganized with full faculty. Three full courses, one, two, and three years respect. 
Ively I ncorporated under State Board of :I'rustees. This 
i. the o" ly Normal School in the State .having a distinct 
Professional Course of Study and Practice combined with 
the mc'st thorough academic instruction. 
Address JOHN OGDEN, Prin., 
. Worthington O. 
Organ for ·only 850 cash~ direct from; f~c.tor.y, to Sabbath ' Schools~ and clergymen · at . cost, p!am w»lnut, 5 octave 
double reed, 7 stops, -organ'nlcely fimshed, complete in eve 
respect and warranted for five years. ' ry 
. . ' PEERLEB_S' ORG~ CO., Port Cdlden,,N. J, 
{. 
, ,. 
, . , -
- I 
rNumber If3 
ORAL LESSONS IN LANGUAaE, 
For the First, S .. cond, Third, and Fourth 
Years in Scllool. 
HOW TO PREPARE THEM: 
HOW TO GIVE THEM. 
The Teacher's Edition (prepared by M~s N. ' L . KNOX) 
of THE ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN ENGLISH (by 
W. D. WHITNBY. of Yale College , and Mrs . N . L . KNoX) i. 
ready. . 
It discusses the important principles of Primary 
Education and Instruction; the Art of Question- -
ing; the Laws of Questioning ;' I\[ethods of Cor. 
recting Oral and Written Exercises, etc., eto·. 
It contains matte" and plans ;or j{ivinJ{ Oral Lan;-uaJ{e 
Lessons on color, form. size, weight, ,,'ace, anzmals, 
plants, and common oo/eets. '" 
It includes the entire text of Ihe children's book (PAR." I. 
-HOW TO SPEAK AND WRITE CORRECTLY). and 
gives in detail methods of developing the lessons or-the text. 
Exercises in application of the lessons, reviews, dictation 
exercises, and home tasks, are introduced as thoroughness 
requires. 
The VOCABULARY LESSONS, the chapter on LE;T. 
TER WRITING;- and the METHODS FOR COMP0Si· 
TION EXERCISES, will prove Invaluable to teachers in 
the upper grammar grades. Sent post.paid on receipt. of 
85 oents, in stamps. 
GINN & HEATH, Publishers, 
56 State Street, C~ica~o., 
Good Bnsinoss for GOIllDotonUloR. 
Agents are making 1-5 to SIS a day selling lhe "Home 
Hand Book for Domestic Hygiene and Bational Meqic1ne." 
the best ~eiling popular medical work publi~hed . 5.000 copies ' 
sold in six weeks. The work contains 1100 pages, 500 cuts, 
and 22 full-page colored plates. Everybody is plea'sed '!Vitli 
it. A good agent wanted in every county. For circulars 
and terms, address GOOD HRALTH PUB, CO., Battle Creek, 
Michigan. 
HOP BITTERS. 
(A Medioine, not a Drink.) 
(lONTAINS 
HOPS, BUCHU, MANDRAKE, 
DANDELION, 
ANn'THE PU1lBBT AND BRST MBDIOAL QUALI' 
TillS OF ALL (lTIllIB BIT'£BRS. 
TI-IEY CURE 
All Diseases of tbe Stomacb, Bowels, Blood. 
Liver, Kldn~s. and UrlnaryOrgans;Ner-
. vousnessFe.:i~y!e8~~~~:l;;'is~speclall: 
$1000 IN COLD. ' 
Will be paid for a case they will not cure or 
. belp. or for "rl~~~nlh I~fe'::;~ or Injurious 
Ask your 'drugglst for Hop Bitters nnd try 
them before you sleep. Tilke no other. 
D I. C. Is an absolute and IrresIstible cure for 
Drunkenness, use of opium, tobacco and 
narcotics. · 
•••••• SBND POB CU<CULAB • ....... 
, ., 
All above ,old by 
Bitten Mfg. Co., Rochel ter, Ont. 
, .. 
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OHEMLOAL AND PHYSIOAL 'APPARATUS. 
A Large New nlus- J. & tl. BERGE trated and Prlced 95 John St. and 191 Greenwich St. 
NEW YORK. Oatalogue, 25c. 
(Form~rly HALL & BENJA.MIN.) 
TOPICALANAL YSIS. 
FOURTH THOUSAND. 
TOPICAL ANALYSIS 01 Descriptive Geography, United 
,States Historyl Practical Arithmetic, Physiology and Hy-
gIene Physical Geography, English Grammar, and Pen-
manship , For use in Common Schools Normal Schools 
and Teachers' Institutes, Revised Edition, pp. 114. By 
::. George S. Wedgwood. 
This is the most convenient and· useful book yet written 
or institute, normal school, and grammar school instruc~ors. 
"The ~ubjects are systematically outlined, so that it is imma· 
terial whether a class is supplied with uniform text-books 
or not. It is wen adapted to any good text-book and hence 
is nf great advantage to county institutes and schools where 
a diversity of books prevails. It saves to the teach_er the 
'great labor and time of cop.ying on the black-board or of 
dictating an outline for review or recitation, and the pupils 
"the immense burden of Writing the outline down for their 
own usc. They are not in danger of making errors in copy. 
ing their outline, or of losing the paper upon which it is 
written. . . 
, Retail price 50 cents, Copies for examination ICnt post-
paid' oll receipt of retail price .• No attention paid to orders 
unaccompanied by the cash. 
&"-Send for a copy and convince yourself of its surpassmg 
utilitY- S. R. WINCHELL & CO., Publishers. 
63 & 65 Washington Street, 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
:s oaK -KEEP ING_ 
The attention of teachers is requested to a 1:UW edz"tlon 0/ . 
FULTON & EASTMAN'S 
SINGLE ANG DOUBLE ENTRY · 
BOOK-KEEPI NC. 
For twenty years no agency work whatever has been used 
e tend the usc of this book, and the remarkable tenac.ty 
!'ith which it has retained its ~opulari ty, while rival works 
have been actively and energetically pushed through agents, 
ttests the hold Fulton & Eastman's Book-keeping has upon 
.d.e cod opinion of educators. o~er ISO,CO'> have bee~ sol~, and, the dt;mand. continue;;. 
Single copies for examlna~lon, WIth a v,lew tOlntroductton 
will be sent by mail, postpa.~, upon rece.pt of 60 cents, an 
full set of blanks ullon rece.pt of .5 cents. , 
a The price of the Text-Book is one dollar, and or six 
blanks, 75 cents. H. B. NIMS & CO., Troy,,' New York. 
INTERESTING ANNOUNCEMENT 
To Teachers, Students, Clerks, 
AND OTHERS. 
You can have thorough instruction by mail in any branch 
,..itll in the Common and High School Cou'scs, including 
BooKkeeping and ScieDce. 
This offer is not intenGed for those who can attend good 
scools, but .cor those shut OUI from these privileges and 
obliged to chmb alone, . . 
_ Success guaranteed. Process SCientific. 'York inter-
esting. A;ddress , W. H. -MILLER, 
BUNKER HILL, ID. 
PENSIONst 
Any wound or Injury, or any disease, however 
, slight tile disability, enti tles .\ soldier o(the late 
war to 0. pension. 'Jhousnnds n re yet entitled. 
?enslons,oy new laW, begin back ILt ,IlLY of dis-
Jho.rge. Widows. eWlaren under 1,; ren,,'s. depen-
dent mothers, fo.th~rs, also brothel''' .l l1d sisters 
under 21 years, ure entiUed to l\ p~l1sion. J'cnsiOIl 
.. laWS are now more liberal than fOl'mcrly, nnd 
DlADY are e ntitled to better rates. Many are yet 
entitled to bounty and do not know it. 
1 will procure patents for inventors, both In this 
coilntry and in Europe. 
APPLY AT ONCE. 
Having hlld sevel'lll yellrs' experlcnce in lile 
largest Law and Claim office in Washington, D. C. , 
I guarantee satisfaction and Il saving to you of t,vo 
to three months' time tha n by corresponding with 
. an attorney at Washington. ' 
Send two stamps for pension and bonnty lllWb 
.'Address 'l'A YLOlt HTZGERA Ln, Attorney III JAw and U. S. Cl..!m Agfo::: t, lock box 168, " IN 
1lELD. ~e.:i; .. '~. 
.. ~-LPH'AD~ft!!~o~~at.TONS' Clean, 
. DUSTLEss ERAsERS and AN-
. DRaws' DUSTLBSS ERAS~S: sam· 
, pIes of both by mail for %5 cents. 
, S. R. WINCHELL &: CO., CIii~. 
~~ .. ~~~ .. ----~~-j~ ..• ' -----
30 DAYS TRIAL ALLOWED 
'BRYAN'S 
~ ~LECTRic BELT--
l OOn. U1BUING THE HUMAN ORGA.NISM WITH 
NEW LIFE, ~TH and STRENGTH. 
6. S~U-Cuutlve for Nervoul, Chrolllo and Orgalllo Dlaum. 
.APP,·oved itnd recommended by the Moll Eminent 
Authority, and endorsed by Convincing 
Tutimony of tho.e who have wed thtm. 
~ITHOUT MEDICINES 
They effectually cure all thoi. derangements ariling 
from a 10.. of Vital Force, 614Ch III 
~ ~rvoUR Debility and Exbaustlon Dyspepsia, EpI, 
lepsy, Kidney Complaints, Impotency, Hysteria. 
SpermatorrheA, Liver Complaints Nervousness, 
Oenel",,1111 Health, Wasting Away or Decline 
Urinary Diseases" Luinbago, Nenralgla,' 
Costlfeness1. Organic \Ye&kness, SplDaJ. Troubles, t'emale Disorden, Heart Dis-
ease, I,ung Disease, PAralY818, Ph,. ... 
cal incapacity, and Prostration, 
Melaneholla and Brain Trouble.., 
Muscular Weaknes8, Los8 of. 
- Power, and Premature Decal, 
And nye especial.!>: adapted for reouperatlng the 
Orgo.msm when lIlJured by Imp.rudence Sloline84. 
or Old Age, . " 
The E.tectro-Nagnetic Current i. etwilled without the 
aiel 01 Vinegar or Acid., by the heat and moul .. r. 01 
the body. The (Jurrent i. continuo," and without 
shoc7cJ, and ~he Belt. and Appliancu may be worn 
constanUy w.thout trouble or preparaticm, and with 
:>erfect comfort anel PJ1.vacy. 
l)!O~POT, 2 BOND ST., N. V. 
Send stamp for pamphlet. H. M. MALOY. 
IL£JNOJ~ S7ATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, for the special preparation of teachers. The full course of 
study requires three years. Tuition i .. e< to those who 
pledge themselves to teach In the state; to others, '30 per 
year. Hi,:h School Depa .. tm"tt offers the best advantagtlS 
for prepanng for college or (or business. Tuition"30 per 
year. Gra'''H,ar Sc4001 D~Jarttllent furnishes excellen, 
facilities for obtaining a good pracllcal educati9n. Twtionr 
'125 per year_ P .. i,,,ia,,, Deja .. t",,,,,t a charming place for 
the "little folks." Term begins March 8,1~80, ~orif.artlcu­
an address EdWIn C. Hewett, Prcsident.Normal, I . tf 
National School oft 
ELOClITION AND ' ORATORY, 
1416 and iU8 Che8~ut 'St., Philadelphia. 
Course in Elocution. Course in OratorY .. .. ) herary Course. 
For puhJic speaker~, readers, t t.'achers. and the general . 
student of higher Englilh. Fall term opens O.ct. 4th. 
i'O"p.ge Catalogue on 'application. Address -
- 'f' . R _ O. IIQON, Secretary. 
vassar Ool.l.~ge, 
, , POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y." , 
FOR THE LIBERAL EDUOATION OF WOIlIEN 
Exal,1lin~ti~ns for entrance, Sept. 15th. Catalogues sent on 
apphcatlon to, " W. L. DEAN, Begistrar • 
%66 Randolph St., . 
Engraver and 0(0 Sinker, 
Stencils, Rubber Slamps, Eic. 
Ama~ur P~lIItiDg Pr~ 
f 
and allldnds of. Type. 
CHICKERING 
PIANO, 
VICTOR in all great contes!:'.> and for THE PAST }o']FTY-THREE YEA-RS the ACKNOWLEDGED STAND-
ARD of the WORLD-being copied not only by the makers 
of this country, but of Europe-will 6. off .... d durinr the 
p ..... nt condition, of trade at 
Greatly Reduc(}.d Prices. 
THE HIGHEST AWARDS fif:e~~:i 
Worlll's Fair in London, .85' ; at the Groat Expo-
sition in Paris, 1867 ; at the Internation8.l Exposl-
tion in Chili, 1875; and at the grand ,CENTENNIAL 
EXHIBITION in Philadelphia, %876. • 
All persons wishing to purchllSe (0 ... xamine) imtNo 
ments arc respectfully invited to V1Sit our Warerooms. 
CHICKERING & SONS, 
130 Fifth Ave., N. Y. I 156Tr~mont-St., Boston. 
PERMANENTLY CURES 
KIDNEY DISEASES, 
LIVER CONrPLA'INTS, 
Constipation and Plies .. 
ofDjj1!;,~~ ~u::.. H~,~nk':r'~-'; 
!:::~=acV:!lI!:l'!~ of l'II.., ADd baa 
Hellon Fa1rchlld, of Bt. Alba.nlI, Vt., ~ "It 18 ~="'t~U'b.~~l= 't~ 
pletejy cured me." . 
0. S; H9\r&bOn, of Ber~ ~ "One Pack-r:;~::::.ei1~~d:,,~~_ ~::.~ttJt CUI'-
ITHAS WHY? WONDERFUL • 
POWER;, , 
Btoal1lO It Acta 011 the LIVlB, the BOWm.s IDd 
the llDmS at the ume limo. 
Because It cleanses the system of 
the poIsonous humors that develope 
In Kidney and Urinary diseases, Bil-
Iousness! .Jaundice, ConstipatIon, 
Plies, or In RheumatIsm, Neuralala 
and nervous disorders. 
KIDNEY.WORT la a dry " ..... table eGa. poaadand _ be ..... t b7 mallprepalcl. 
One pac:kago will mlikeilix qts of modlclno. 
TR.V XT :N'<>~ I 
IFBa7 " a$ the Dnaalah. Prtoe, 11.00. 
WILLS, BIOIUJU)SON II CO., ProprietoH, 
12 (WUlH.d pool pard;> BarllDa'toa, Vt. 
~ :if • :if • :if • :if ~ 
liquid 
In _ to t.be \J1'88Ilt request. of peat 
numbenlofpeople~preIlIr to puzohUe a 
Kldne,..Wort aIre&cI¥ ~ t.be pro-
prtetore oftllla oelebrated reIIl8d¥ 1!dw pre. 
pazelUnl1qufdtbrm as well .. 417. It Sa 
wr.v oonoentrated, Sa put up in larae bottIaa, 
.andlsequaU;ve1llalentaathatputup cb7 In 
tincana. It_watha Deoesa1~ofpreparlng, 
Is al~ ready. and Is more etII1Ii7 takan by 
most people. Prioe, tl per bottle. , 
LIQUID'AND DRY 9QLD BY DRtn,lGlB'l'8. 
WELLS, BICRABDsota/ Co., Prop"n, ' 
A '~Or~D.eo .. , V~ 
.. , :r
t 
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Text Books. 
Choice Beadings. 
By Prof. R. C: CUMNOCK. Price, $1.75" 
.. It seems to me one of the ' few thoroughly satisfactory 
books in its line. I know of no classified collection of read-
ings at all to be compared with it."-Prof. Rockwood, State 
Normal 5&ltool. Wu~onsin. 
Primer of Political Economy. 
A. B. MASON.and J. J. LALOR. Price 60 cts, 
"We have given it a pretty thorough examination, and in 
our judgment, it is better adapted for the use of the youth 01 
our public .schools than any other work on the subject tha t 
we caE call to mind.'!-G.:Jzet/e, Cincinnati. 
Animal Analysis. 
By Prof. ELLIOTT WHIPPLE, Price, 75 cts. 
"An excellent book for the young student beginning zool-
ogy. -It systematizes observation and directs attcntion to the 
-important characters upon which classification depends. u_ 
Presid."t Marc)" Nortltwest,rn University. 
Manual of the Vertebrates. 
By ProfD. 8, JORDAN. Price"".50. 
"Dr. Jotdan has em~odied in this work the lateSt results '\ 
of zoological science, and we know of no similar book which 
contains so mucht and so reliable information suited to the 
apeelal wants of students in the field or c1ass.room."-New 
E.,.,.land 'Journal of Education. I 
GOOD READINC. 
Life of Benedict Arnold. 
His P .. triotism and his Treason. By Hon. I. N. Arnold. 
Crown 8vo, gilt top. Price,S.. So. ' 
"Of great merit and historical value. 'It can be read with 
interest and profit for what it tells of a period which is fas 
fading out ofknowledge."-Expr'lI, New York . 
-Motives of Life. 
By Prof. DAVID SWING, Price. $1.00. 
,uProf. Swing writes ,!ith the simplicity, the earnestness
J 
! 
• and ihe honesty which comes of .. sincere devotion to all that 
is best, al'd noblest, !and pures~ in life and cltan!cter;"-
Efll .. i'V' POIt, -NftlI Ygrk. 
Ingersoll and Moses. 
By Rev. SAMUEL IVES CURTISS, D. D Price, '1.25 
"The book is characterized by ripe scholarship and great 
fairneSs and courtesy in argument. It is the strongest argu-
ll'ent yet'made against the sophistries which have been so 
, widely advertised during the past few years, mainly through 
the lectures of Col. Ingerso!I.""- Tit, Inter- Oc,a ... 
" Short Hislory of France. 
For Young People, Ry Miss KIRKI:AND. Price, " ;5°. 
• ,"The'na,rratlve is not dry on a single p.ge, and the little 
history may be commended as the best of its kind that has 
yet appeared ,"-Bull,tin, Pitilad,IJ"u.. 
Belle and the Boys. 
A New Juv~ile. By M~. C. F, CORBIN. _Price, '1.25. 
"It seems just the book to be appleciated by fair, sweet 
yonng glr!ll; and brave, manly boys, Handsomely printed 
and illustrated, it is on~ of the prettiestjnvenile books o~th. 
¥ear."-A",. BODRiel/I". N. Yo 
' Tal~s of In~ient Greeee. 
-N e r v 0 us pe b iii t Y 
Cured Without ~Iedicines. 
Our Special Galvanic. Appliances re~ch at once 
the seat' of disease, and thClT Electro-Galvamc actIon IS 
upon the cent e of the NERVOU:l, MUSCULAR, and 
GENERATIVE SYSTEMS, 
SPEEDLY RESTORES THE 
"V::J:T AL FC>:R.CES, 
LOST MANHOOD. 
And curing the worst cases of Seminal Weakness, Exhaus-
tion, Impotency, am! ill! D)seases ,and Weakness of the ' 
Uo/OifNncr~E~~~ffe~ing (rom early fndiscrcti,)D lack nerve 
force and fail to attain strength_ MIDDLE·AGED MEN 
often lack vigor. While OLD MEN attribute tlteir loss of 
energy and vitality to -the natural progress of age 
and decay. To one and all ~e can s!1Y that nature ~erely 
wants aid" ,NATfJRAL aId, whIch our a apphances 
give WITHOUT DRUGGING THE STOMACH. We 
guarrantee a cure in every edse short of structural de-
generation. Special illustrated pamphlet sent in s .. aled 
envelope on receipt of 6 cents postage. Con, ultation frce. 
Office hours, 9-A, M. to S P. M. 
WOMEN sufforing from any weakness peculiar to their 
sex should send for our special circular explaining our 'im-
improved electrical Ovarian Supporters, etc. 
AMERICAN . GALVANIC CO., 
134 Ma.dison St., Chicago, TIl., Rooms 1 II/; 2 
FOR , 
EXAM IJi A T ION PUR P 0 S E S 
USE THE 
-Acme Pape~s. 
They'are ackhowledged by all teachers using them, to be 
by far the best pape .. in the market for general school pur-
poses. 
They are put up in very attractive style, and cost less than 
aRy other paper of equally good writing quality and are as 
well adapted to pen or pencil; , , 
They are much stronger than any other low price paper, 
and do not break or crack with use. 
AND WHAT IS OF THE 
GREATEST, IMPORTANCE ' 
they do not tire the Eye as white papers do, especially on 
night work, thus, in a .great degree (when generally used) 
tending to prevent the failing ofthe eyesight, that is so pre-
valent among American school children, and professional 
persons. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO SUPPLYING 
PAPER FOR EXAMI NATIONS, I;N 
CA~LETTEBJ 4ND OTHER 
SIZES, 
with or without printed heads, either bound in pads, or 
lablets, or wrapped. 
Samples will be sent by mai~ on application. 
S, R. WINOHELL & 00., 
63 II/; 61S WashingtOn St., Chicago. 
BytlieRev.Si.G. W.Cox,Bart,M.A. Price",.60. · ROHREKS BOOK-KEEPING. 
"The grace 'With which these oltl tales of the mythology • 
jU'e retold makes them as enchanting to the young as familiar Primary, .......... . .. -., 5<> I The five pooks sent to teach 
fai . I th A h' NI h .. , -J:Cj~on School" ....... I·SO e .. Cor ex.aniination f9r '3.5°, 
• ry ta es, 9~ e ra Ian g ts .. -Pu"I;!It~r.' Weekt,-. c.ounnng-Hol1l'e, ••. _ ..••. J.OO but only I.n reply to requests 
' . .• .Q"SOld by aU oookselle .. , or sent 'by, mail, poltpald, on Uctu~1 'l.ce. Key, ... ~ accompanied by the money. 
. Specuu terms for Ibtroducnon. receiptofprice~by. the pu~1Ishe .. , . ' epul W. J. ,GILBERT; Publisher, SL Louis, Mo. 
Ja:nsen, McClurg & CO., ' PLA: IS Tabl~ux, Dialogu~, ReCitations ' e~lored 
1.1.N __ 11 11:9 State Street, .. r.tJo.l"-.-:O, . .... HA'J,~':' Wi'f}"Moustaches,etc. ·C~ogUe .. ent 
... ~._ . _ """!~-' _w,. ," , 8.0 'RS CO., No.,s ¥1i1aD St., N.Y. 
i 
'/- -~ ., 
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T~E 
Chtcago &-Northwestern 
RAILWAY 
Is the OLDEST I BEST CONSTRUCTED I BE!]T 
EQUIPPED I and hence the 
Leading Railway of the West 
and Northwest. 
It embraces under one Management 
2,380 MILES OF ROAD, 
and lorms the followi".,g Trunk Lines : 
"Chicago, Council Bluffs & California Line," 
"Chicago, Sioux City & Yankton Line," 
"Chicago. Clinton, Dubuque & La Crosse Line,' 
"Chicago, Freeport & Dubuque Line," 
"Chicago, La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line, 
"Chicago, St. Paul & Minneapolis Line," . 
"Chicago, Milwaukee & Lake Superior Ljne,~' 
"Chi~agot Green Bay & Lake Superior Line.'? 
-ITS-
Council BluWs,. Denver and, Cali~ 
I fornia Line . ' 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and all points In 
LOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING" COLOR-
ADO, UTAH, NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, uREGON, 
CHINA, JAPAN and AUSTRALIA. Its . 
St. Paul and ltliuneapolis Line 
Is the Best Line between CICAGO and all points In 
NORTWESTERN WISCONSIN aQd MINNESOTA, 
and for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS,- DU-
LUT, and all points in Ihe Great Northwest, Its • 
La Crosse and Minnesota Line 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and LA CROSSE, 
'''INONA, ROCHESTER, OWATONNA, MANKATO, 
';'F. PETER, NEW UL " , and all points in CENTRAL 
MINNESOTA and DAKOTA. Its 
Green Bay and Marquette Line 
[s the Only Line between CHICAGO and-JANESVILLE 
WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC, NJ;;ENAH, MEN 
'ASHA, OSHKOSH GREEN BAY, MARQU'ETTE 
HOUGHTON, HANCOCK, and the LAKE SUPERIOR 
COUNTRY· It>. 
Freepol't and Dubuque Line 
Is the Only Route botween CHICAGO and ELGIN, 
ROCKFORD, FREEPORT, and all points via, Freeport., 
Its 
. Chicago and Milwaukee Line 
Is the old Lake Shore Route between CHICAGO and 
HIGHLAND PARK WAUKEGAN RAGINE, KEN-
OSHA and MILWAUkEE, and the Best Route to SHE.. 
BOYGAN, ~ANITWOC, GREEN LAKE and RIPON. 
It is the Only Road ; n the West running Pullman :' Hotel 
Cars between Chicago and Council Bluffs. 
Bear in mind no other,road runs Pullman Hotel Cars, or 
any other form of Hotel Cars THROUGH betw,een Chicago 
and the Missouri River. All Ticket' Agents can sell you 
Through Tickets by thIS Route. ' 
It is the Only Road runmng Pullman Sleeping Cars eithe 
way between, Chicago and St. Paul, or any point north 0 
Chicago. . 
New York Office, 415 Broadway. Boston Office, 5 S~te , 
Street. Omaha Office, 1324 Farnam Street.- San FranCISco 
Office, 2 New 'Montgomery Street. Chicago Ticke! Offices ' 
6. Clark Street, under Sherman H ouse ; 75 Can~l, Cor. IIlad-
ison Street; S9 State, cor, Randolph Street; Palmer House; 
Grand Pacific Hotel; KinzieSlreet Depot, cor. West Kinzie 
and Canal Stree's; Wells Street Depot, cor, Wells and Kin· 
zie Streets. 
For mformation, folders, maps: etc., not obtainable at 
Home Ticket Offic~, address any agent of the Company; or 
MARVIN HUGHJTT, ' W. H. STENNETT , ' 
Gen'l Manager, ChIcago. Gen'l Pass. Ag't, Cliicago 
WANTED TEACJ{EES. 
~o CANVASS FOR THB 
BIBLE FOR THE YOUNG ~~~~;~~~~et~~~ 
Every family will>have this work. THE FINEST J,lOO"K 
FOR THE.rUOLIDAYS. Address fon qrcularS and 
special terms. J, H. CHAMBERS & CO.,_ -
- / .3~ ~ust St,~ St, · Louis, 1\10, 
'. 
